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special libraries 
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA 
For two centuries.. . 
the reference standard 
of the world. 
And here's why! 
No one knows better than you that the "Keepers of 
Knowledge" have a great responsibility. It falls to the 
Librarian to maintain the knowledge of the past with 
the current, so that the builders of the future can 
proceed with perspective. 
The people who put the Encyclopaedia Britannica 
together feel the same way. After all, if most of the 
world had come to count on you as the best single 
source of complete, accurate, up-to-date information 
on everything, you'd want to be sure you knew what 
you were talking about. 
Our system for making sure is called "accelerated 
continuous revision." We use it because it's the best 
way ever invented to keep an encyclopedia up to date. 
(Even though no other publisher can afford the 
tremendous editorial resources it demands.) 
New learning comes to light every hour of the day, 
and under accelerated continuous revision, editorial 
changes are proceeding every hour of the day. In the 
last five years alone, the Encyclopaedia Britannica has 
revised more material than any other English language 
encyclopedia contains in the first place. 
It might be easier for us to take short cuts, or write 
down to people, or edit out information, or choose 
contributors of lesser stature, or relax some of our 
editorial requirements, or censor a topic not too 
manv readers might be interested in. But we'll leave 
that lo our imi tahs .  
Your set is a great source of knowledge, but is it 
complete and up-to-date? If not, order your new 1973 
edition now! 
IF YOUR 
EVER BREAKS* 
WE'LL REPLACE 
IT FREE 
We feel that strong about Kalvar microfilm and 
microfiche. It's tough, virtually break-proof under 
ordinary library storage and handling conditions. That 
means no more splicing of broken film or sending it out 
for repair. Complete, intact, splice-free files mean fewer user 
disappointments and complaints. And, that's only part of the story. 
The Kalvar image is one of the most permanent of all photographic media. It doesn't fade, 
spot, or discolor with age. It's not affected by fungus growths such as mold and mildew. It's also 
highly resistant to scratch~ng, even after thousands of passes through a viewer. 
We've proven all this over 15 years of manufacturing, quality control, testing, and library 
use. Now, we'd like you to prove it to yourself. That's why we promise to replace your Kalvar mi- 
crofilm FREE if it ever lets you down in normal storage and use. 
Isn't that strong? 
Ask your Photocopying Service or Micropubl~sher to supply your permanent microfilm or 
microfiche copies on Kalvar. 
KALVAR CORPORATION, 907 South Broad Sl . New Orleans. La 70125 Telephone (5041 822-1600 
 or sales. service or onformation, call Kalvar. toll-free: 1-800-535-8597 KALVAR, 
'Free replacement promtre applnes to lading, spottang. d~.colorstmn or breakage when f i lm >s processed. stored and used as prescribed by the man- 
ulacturar and wilh woper equ8pmenI on good workang order and ,r contmgent upon ava~labil8ty 01 the original microl#lm marlsr. Send lor Kalvar 
~echn i cs l  Bulletin STORAGE OF PROCESSED KALVAR FILM. No sosl or obligallon 
When is 
a great magnification? 
Sounds like a silly question, doesn't it? It isn't, when you refer 
to the 2,700 micrographs in the 2nd Edition of THE PARTICLE 
ATLAS. Yes, there are at least 5 times as many micrographs in 
the new edition. 
All text pages are new. This edition covers Electron as well as 
Light Microscopy, includes Holography. Every full color photo- 
micrograph is newly photographed-due to technological ad- 
vance in some cases, but a full 1/3 of them are New substance 
particles. There are more than 2,000 electron micrographs, 700 
light micrographs. 
You can set up, equip, staff, upgrade any lab from Vol I, 
Principles, Techniques, Instrumentation. Vol II is Light Micro- 
scopy Atlas in color. Vol I l l  Electron Atlas, IV the Analysts Hand- 
book of tables, charts. Easy to budget one volume at a time. 
Enjoy pre-publication pricing now. 
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE, sample pages. 
ann arbor science PUBLISHERS INC. 
POST OFFICE BOX 1425 ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48106 
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Just think, two months of pub- 
lication search neatly packaged 
into one 4" Biological Abstracts' 
cartridge. Can you picture 
yourself wearily poring over all 
of those publications? Now you 
includes annual updating of the 
file during succeeding years at 
approximately eight week inter- 
vals! You or your organization 
may subscribe to this service 
easily and at a quite modest 
need never do it again! Biolog- cost. For all the details, write 
ice1 Abstracts has taken its or call Biological Abstracts 
entire 51 volumes of collective today. Professional Services 
research findings by life and Education Department, Bio- 
scientists throughout the world Sciences Information Service, 
(more than 2.2 million ab- 21 00 Arch Street, Philadelphia, 
stracts) and put them on micro- Pa. 19103. (215) LO 8-4016. 
film. What's more, the service 
Handsome, Versatile, 
Practical, Economical 
Modernize your library and increase its efficiency with 
Gaylord Series 8000 Card Catalog Cabinets. Contemporary 
"hooded" design . . . mar and scratch resistant vinyl laminate 
surface in warm teak or rich walnut grain finish. High impact 
plastic trays in 5,10 or 15 tray sections. . . plus your choice 
of three different base styles. 
Combine these attractive sections in any way you like, t o  get 
the capacity and flexibility you need. And do  i t  at economical 
prices, compatible with today's budgets. 
Our illustrated brochure sent at your request. 
GAMORD 
G A Y L O R D  BROS.. I N C .  L IBRARY SUPPLIES A N D  E Q U I P M E N T  . SYRACUSE. N Y  13201 . S T O C K T O N .  C A  95204 
Dear SLA Members 
Let's Talk Together Some More 
Edward G. Strable, President 
Last time around, on this page, I raised 
the question "il'hat About Our Unserved 
Population?" and asked for response to the 
concern of some of our members about the 
job we are (not) doing to stimulate the es- 
tablishment of new special libraries to serve 
these unserved. At this writing, there has not 
been time for response, publishing schedules 
being what they are. But let's move on to 
another, closely related, concern: 
From Special Library to Information 
Center-Move It or Lose It? 
This  question can best be clarified by a 
brief l i t e ra t~~re  view. 
In  "Toward Information Cente~a" (Specinl 
Librarzes, May-Jun 1971, p.238-240), Eu- 
gene B. Jackson spells out very clearly the 
information processes which are tjpical of 
libraries and those more typical of informa- 
tion analysis centers. H e  argues that it is 
crucially important that libraries adopt a 
more active mode of operation and that spe- 
cial libraries, as they become increasingly ac- 
- .  
tive, will take on some of the characteristics 
of, or become part of, information centers. 
H e  suggests that the optimum information 
center concept provides us nll with the un- 
paralleled opportunity to hitch to this star. 
.4n interesting study which describes the 
purposes, establishment, PI-actices, and p r o b  
lems of "technical information centers," and 
focuses attention on the unique relationships 
that do or could exist between the "tradi- 
tional" special or company library and the 
"modern" technical information center, is 
the basis of the article "Technical Informa- 
tion Centers: Specialized Services to Science 
and Technology. An Overview," I!y Judith A. 
Douville (Journal of the  A m e ~ z c n n  Society 
for In format ion  Science, Rlay-Jun 1979, 
p.176-184). 
David Garvin's article, "The Information 
Analysis Center and the Library" (Special 
Libraries, Jan 1971, p.17-23) discusses the 
complementary functions o f  these two units 
and offers the thesis that the special library 
can, and probably should, provide the in- 
formation gathering functions now being 
undertaken by most analysis centers. 
One of the most significant recent articles 
about special librarianship is "The Special 
Library Concept of Service" by Bill R1. 
I.L700ds in the David H. Clift Festschrift is- 
sue of American Libraries (Jul-Aug 1972, 
p.759-768). Woods writes about where spe- 
cial libraries have been and where they 
are going. A good chunk of the article dis- 
cusses information centers, information analy- 
sis centers, and information dissemination 
centers and systems as forms of replacement 
offered for the special library (emphasis mine). 
Woods concludes: "There is a real need for 
the special library to continue the dynamism 
which characterized it in the 1950s. T h e  spe- 
cial librarian must move to center stage in 
the information tl-ansfer process and do more 
than perfol-m an ar-chival function." 
One of the growing impressions which has 
come to me as a result of my presidential 
ubiquitonsness is that the point-of-view ex- 
pressed in such articles as those cited above 
is creating feelings of great uneasiness 
among many of us. Just watch the hack- 
les rise as the information center is described 
as "innovative," "non-standard," "dynamic," 
"outreaching," and "modern," as it is com- 
pared to the "archival," "traditional," "stand- 
ard," "limited," and "record-centered" spe- 
cial library. 
Raise the subject of the special librarylin- 
formation center relationship and watch the 
reactions vary. Few actually deny the validity 
of the point-of-view. Rlany admit they do not 
like it. Some don't know and some don't 
care. Some insist there are no basic differences 
between the special library and the informa- 
tion center (or there shouldn't be). Some 
have decided, at least, to change the name 
of their special library to information cen- 
ter. Others have a definite program for mov- 
ing from the special library idea to the in- 
formation center concept. 
And then there are those who demand: 
what is S L A  doing nbout all this? That's 
where we need some dialogue-some input 
from members-some answers to questions. 
Questions like these: Is the special library in 
fact in the process of being replaced by some- 
thing different, under the direction of some- 
one different? Should the special library be 
auxiliary to an information center, or should 
it become the information center? Should 
SLA, for example, be developing institutes 
on how to change special libraries into in- 
formation centers in more than name only? 
Does the special library as we know it now 
require new definition and objectives, and 
should these be developed by the Associ- 
ation? Anyone have an opinion? 
"THIS WILL BE SEEN AS A FOCAL DOCUMENT FOR ALL 
FUTURE CONCERNS WITH THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSEQ UENCES OF MAN'S INTERFERENCE WITH N A  TURE. " 
DR. PRESTON CLOUD 
Member, National Academy o f  Sciences - National Research Council 
THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA 
Announces the publication of 
OIL POLLUTION 
A Four Volume AUTHOR - SUBJECT INDEX To 
The Collection of the Oil Spill Information Center 
and 
OIL POLLUTION IN 
THE SANTA BARBARA 
CHANNEL: A BIBLIOGRAPHY 
(companion volume) 
A L L f o r  the price of $275.00. (U.S. & Canada) 
$300.00 (Foreign) 
*California residents add 5% sales tax 
Order from Marine Science Institute, University of California, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93106 
Environmental Design Applications 
Marjorie Appleman Lyles 
University of Pittsburgh, Bevier Engineering Library, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213 
W One aspect of special library design light, sound, spatial arrangement, furni- 
that has been virtually ignored is the ture and furnishings with the user is 
physical environment of the user. Al- explored as well as his expected behavior 
though considerable work on interior as a result of different combinations of 
design has been done, little has been these variables. In effect, the environ- 
transformed into the operational layout ment of the library is shown to be as 
of the library. The  relationship of color, important as the service it offers. 
IN EMBARKING on a study of "En- 
vironmental Design Applications to Spe- 
cial Libraries," I anticipated finding that 
special libraries are being planned to be 
aesthetically pleasing as well as designed 
to exert a positive influence on their 
users. In  addition to interviewing several 
people concerned with planning special 
libraries, I sent a questionnaire to other 
new libraries but received only nine re- 
sponses. As a result of this survey, I have 
concluded that little is being done in 
terms of studying the user's behavior 
within the special library. Some changes 
in traditional library design are notice- 
able, as is evident by the fact that four 
of the surveyed libraries had incorpo- 
rated a conversation area into their plan. 
In addition the librarians used terms like 
"pleasantly quiet," "informality," and 
"warm" in describing their libraries. It  
would appear that there is a desire to 
make library environments more respon- 
sive to the user. However, more than 
just intent is necessary to create an at- 
mosphere appropriate for library objec- 
tives. 
Behavioral research in terms of en- 
vironmental design can make that dif- 
ference apparent. For some time it has 
been known that the environment of 
a space can and does exert a tremendous 
influence on the activities and attitudes 
of the people within that space. Be- 
havioral research will help to define 
what is the proper environment for a 
particular special library. It  will deter- 
mine how the people are influenced by 
and how they use the space. Hence, it 
will not be necessary to rely on an intui- 
tive approach to decide on the most ap- 
propriate environment. 
Most architects and interior designers 
traditionally have not had the time or 
the inclination to involve themselves or 
their staff in research. As a result more 
behavioral research studies have been 
conducted by psychologists or consult- 
ants, such as the Interior Environment 
Research Council. Since many of these 
studies are college-based, school and uni- 
versity libraries are beginning to utilize 
some of the results in their designs. How- 
ever, I have found no evidence that be- 
havioral studies have been incorporated 
into the design of special libraries. 
As a matter of fact, many special li- 
braries have not had an interior de- 
signer or an architect do their interior. 
They have been planned and designed 
by a range of people from the supplier's 
salesman to the director's wife. Obvi- 
ously these people have little knowledge 
of environmental design. 
The necessary type of research is done 
primarily by observing the behavior of 
the users with a space. Little can be 
gained by asking the user how the envi- 
ronment has influenced him (10): 
"Questionnaires or suruey approaches to 
the study of environmental influences 
are limited by the fact that the enuiron- 
ment  tends t o  affect people beyond the 
focus of awareness. Except i n  rare in- 
stances, such as standing awestruck i n  a 
groue of majestic redwoods or alongside 
the eternal calendar of the Grand Can- 
yon, people do  not articulate in  any or- 
ganized way how their environment af- 
fects them." 
Librarians have been aware of user idio- 
syncrasies but rarely, if ever, have they 
utilized this knowledge. For example, a 
librarian who is aware that many of her 
patrons like to take a newspaper to an 
individual carrel might suggest that the 
carrels be widened so that they can more 
easily accommodate newspapers. 
Mary Vasilakis, Librarian, Westinghouse Electric Corg.  
496 
The  question might arise as to why 
the special librarian should go to the 
trouble to hire a research consultant or 
an architect familiar with research tech- 
niques. There are many important rea- 
sons. First, the special library is estab- 
lished to serve its users. It should try to 
do this in every way possible including 
providing an environment more condu- 
cive to information flow. Second, this re- 
search may help to increase the archi- 
tect's understanding of the library's func- 
tions and activities. Certainly this is 
very important since many architects 
dread working with librarians because of 
the communication problems. Another 
reason, albeit indirect, is illustrated by 
the following quotation (9): 
"One study found that i n  communities 
where hospital bond issues failed in  pub- 
lic election, the hospital was frequently 
regarded as a cold and impersonal place." 
Special libraries, like hospitals, rely on 
funding. We can safely assume that if 
the library has the connotation of being 
a pleasant place in which to work, there 
is a greater probability for it to receive 
funding. 
Following are several areas of environ- 
mental design. These certainly do not 
encompass all factors that determine the 
appropriate environment for a special 
library, but they help to illustrate what 
has been done and, hopefully, open the 
Paintings and plants are a good way to add 
color, to provide a focal point and to pro- 
vide an easy way to change the environ- 
ment. 
channels of thought to what could be 
done. 
Light and Color 
Much has been done in other fields 
to determine man's behavior within 
an environment. There are in~plications 
here in designing libraries. 
Faber Birren has studied the effects of 
light and color. He says (3): 
" T h e  overwhelming advantage of func- 
tional color is that it is purposeful. I t  is 
concerned with measurable things, and 
since this is so, one can predict with con- 
siderable accuracy what is likely to hap- 
pen if certain definite principles are fol- 
lowed. Personal opinion and even whims, 
which so often complicate color choice, 
may be set aside for sound technical 
practice.'' 
He suggests that lighting and color can 
have a tremendous effect upon people as 
well as animals. This effect is not only 
psychological but also physiological (2). 
"Here are some effects on human beings- 
under conditions of brightness and warm 
colors there is an attraction to the stim- 
ulus-the body wants to reach out to- 
ward the light and warmth. There  is 
measurable increase i n  muscular tension, 
respiration rate, heart action, blood 
pressure and brain activity." 
In  dealing with lighting and color, a 
person's response will be greatly affected 
by his personality and his attitude. 
Nevertheless, some generalizations can 
be made. For example, high levels of 
illumination and warm colors have the 
effect of an outward stimulation. They 
are conducive to encouraging extro- 
verted activity. In a library these may 
be used in the lounge area where con- 
versation is allowed. On  the other hand, 
the cooler environment has the effect of 
drawing the attention inward: ". . . 
there is less distraction and a person is 
better able to concentrate on difficult 
visual and mental tasks" (4). Hence this 
would be more appropriate for the study 
area. 
He also suggests that "a gray or buff 
world has little outward appeal. I t  tends 
to lead to subjective moods, to inner ten- 
sion and monotony (3). I t  is interesting to 
note that the three standard colors of 
the equipment supplied by one company 
are Gray-Rite, Fawn Beige, and Gray- 
hlist. These colors were chosen primarily 
because the company has huge vats of 
them for coloring their machinery. Other 
colors can be acquired from them but 
only at an increase in price. Of course, 
once the library designer is aware of the 
importance of colors, many avenues of 
escape are open. He could buy one of 
the standard colors for equipment and 
use the colors of the carpeting, chairs, 
display boards, etc., to advantage. 
Spatial Interpretation 
Spatial interpretation is another con- 
cept that should be explored in terms of 
library design. Man's sense of space is 
determined by his expectation of action 
within that space. I t  is important to rec- 
ognize that this concept is based on all 
the senses. A person hearing or smelling 
another person may feel just as crowded 
as someone seeing another person. Hence, 
"in restaurants, libraries, and public 
places, cutting down on movement in 
the peripheral field should reduce the 
sense of crowding somewhat, whereas 
maximizing peripheral stimulations 
should build up  a sense of crowding" (5). 
Edward T .  Hall has coined the word 
"proxemics" to stand for "the interre- 
lated observations and theories of man's 
use of space as a specialized elaboration 
of culture. He has found four distance 
zones prominent in adult Americans. 
All areAdependent upon the expected ac- 
tivities within the zone. For example, a 
person will allow very little distance be- 
tween himself and another on the sub- 
way but this distance is totally inappro- 
priate within a library. Hence it is 
important to recognize the activities, 
emotions, and relationships connected 
with the space. 
"Garfinkel reported that the violation 
of individual distance produced avoid- 
ance, bewilderment, and embarrassment, 
and that these eflects were most pro- 
nounced among males. Felipe and Som- 
mer systematically staged invasion se- 
quences under natural conditions (peo- 
ple seated on  benches and at library 
tables) and demonstrated observable 
Fight reactions" (11). 
It can be recognized that if these areas 
are not designed properly it  can lead to 
an environment that causes stress for the 
user. 
Continuing with the idea of certain 
distances being appropriate for differ- 
ent activities, space can be used to en- 
courage or discourage an activity. Hum- 
phry Osmond found that there are 
spaces that tend to keep people apart, 
sociofugal spaces, and those which tend 
to bring people together, sociopetal. The  
interpretation of these spaces is often 
personal and relies on many factors. 
However, "what is desirable is flexibility 
and congruence between design and 
function so that there is a variety of 
spaces and people can be involved or not 
as the occasion and mood demand" (5). 
Further implications are that if a con- 
versation area has been included in the 
library and no interaction between the 
users takes place, it is possible that a 
sociofugal space was designed rather 
than a sociopetal. Studies can be made 
to determine how to convert i t  into a 
sociopetal space. Understanding the 
characteristics necessary for a sociofugal 
space could aid in the design of study 
areas. 
Another spatial interpretation to be 
considered in library design is that of 
territory. A familiar example is a user 
going to sit at a library table and put- 
ting his possessions on the rest of the 
table; hence, declaring the table his ter- 
ritory. Barriers of some kind can in- 
crease the density of an area while still 
allowing for territorial control. For ex- 
ample, a raised strip down the center of 
a table can serve to separate the two 
sides of the table. Sommer found that 
subtle color changes or painted lines 
were effective as symbolic divisions. He 
wrote (9): 
"From our studies we find that social 
stimuli are a major source of distraction 
for readers, and unwanted eye contact 
must be auoided by allowing each reader 
to  have a territory that does not overlap 
that of his neighbor as well as a neutral 
place where he can rest his eyes during 
pauses and breaks." 
One perception of personal space that 
is often ignored in libraries is that of the 
work space. There are three zones to a n  
American work space within an office (5): 
I .  T h e  immediate work area of the desk- 
top  and chair. 
2. A series of points within arm's reach 
outside the area mentioned above. 
3. Spaces marked as the limit reached 
when one pushes away from the desk 
to achieve a little distance from the 
work without actually getting up.  
Often libraries have ignored zone three, 
the result being the user at a table in an 
aisleway or interfering with someone 
using the stacks. 
Furniture 
Included in the total design of the 
library should be the furnishings. Work 
in this area has been done to make the 
design of the furniture more suitable to 
the patron's needs. In  1964 Jens Risom 
of Jens Risom Design, Inc., said (8): 
" W e  need to know what to produce i n  
order to meet your needs, and we need 
to know what eflect our products and 
their use haue on  the psychology and 
sociology of people working and learn- 
ing together. There is still much to  be 
learned, but we are coming closer to de- 
fining the limits of our ignorance." 
Shortly Herman Miller Research Cor- 
poration will publish the results of their 
research. 
Noise 
One use of lounge furniture which is 
generally not mentioned is that thickly 
stuffed furniture and draperies help to 
reduce the noise level by holding down 
the reverberations which magnify noise. 
Another example of noise control 
might be separating conversation areas 
from the study areas by book shelves. 
These would act as a buffer between 
the two areas as well as helping to absorb 
the noise and to break up  the sound waves. 
Hardwood paneling laminated into place 
with a neoprene adhesive and carpeting 
also help to reduce the noise. Another 
approach is "noise masking" which em- 
ploys a soft background noise to over- 
come the irritating noises. 
Changing Environments 
Another challenge to design is the 
concept of changing environments. 
There has been some research done on 
the significance of design on eye scan- 
ning behavior. T h e  eye as a matter of 
reflex will follovi the pattern of a loga- 
rithmic spiral. This  spiral is related to a 
linear proportion of .618. This propor- 
tion is said to have been developed by 
the ancient Greeks in their architecture 
and has been found to correspond to tree 
proportions as well as to the parts of the 
body. 
"If it is true that  i n  order to  get sig- 
nificance out  of any design pattern the  
eye mus t  eflect a c l o ~ u r e  out  of the  move- 
men t  implied by that  pattern and that  
the  pattern of a logarithmic spiral is the 
basic pursuit scanning movement  that  
the  eye instinctively follows as a matter 
of reflex, then  i t  is safe to  say that  uisual 
displays as well as all other elements of 
our  school house design should reflect 
this pattern and the  proportions asso- 
ciated wi th  it" (6). 
Additional research by Buswell has 
concluded, however, that people will 
fixate on an object that they find inter- 
esting. This is determined by personal 
preference as well as sex. T h e  implica- 
tions for librarians are to have inter- 
esting displays in the areas where re- 
flexive fixation normally occurs. Art 
work can easily provide this point of 
interest as well as add to the design. 
Furthermore, it has been found that 
unless there is complexity within the 
visual field, man will get bored. 
"Relat ing this to  ' information theory,' 
7ue might  say that  m a n  needs informa- 
t ion zn order to  keep his brain interested 
zn the  task at hand.  Unless the visual 
field can ofler this complexi ty ,  and offer 
zt at a rate that  is manageable yet chal- 
lrnging, the vicruer z r  going to  lose znter- 
ost " (6). 
Windows have traditionally served as 
this focal point, but in  a library without 
windows it becomes obvious that the 
environment must be made stimulating 
in terms of the color or some other kind 
of design device. 
A more generalized application is tak- 
ing the environment of the total build- 
ing into account. If the average user has 
a small desk in the middle of a large 
room, he will well need a retreat. The  
library can serve .as a welcome change 
from the impersonalization of most office 
buildings. 
Going back to the idea that people 
define an area according to the task to 
be done therein, the environmental de- 
sign must be modified for changing 
tasks. Assuming that behavioral research 
has already concluded what elements are 
necessary for a particular task, as the 
tasks within the library change so must 
the design. 
" T h p  fact that  we cannot precisely pre- 
dict such future requirements does not  
prrclude t he  possibility of specifying the  
environmental  contingencies; i t  only 
meanc that the  physzcal system must  be 
programmed to  change its state when  
dzsequilibrizim occurs. T h e  design of 
such physical systems may very well de- 
fine t he  conceptual and technical chal- 
lrnge of the  future for environmental  
deszgners" ( 1  3). 
Hence, the concept of a changing en- 
vironment is challenging not only in  
terms of keeping the atmosphere inter- 
esting and stimulating but also in  terms 
of the changing tasks within the library. 
As the special library incorporates more 
and more special media equipment, the 
environment will have to change also. 
Furthermore, until some way is de- 
vised to make the environment the de- 
pendent variable in research, the en- 
vironment will have to be able to be 
changed so that the various behavioral 
effects can be studied. 
"There  is also room for serious systematic 
experimentation i n  the design of l i b r a y  
facilities. T h i s  would involve building 
facilities with a goal of learning some- 
thing-tying one arrangement for a 
year and then switching to  another ar- 
rangement, systematically observing 
reader behavior all the while. Such ob- 
seruation can be done quickly, discreetly, 
and without any upset at all" (9). 
In this case, attempts could be made to 
find the best arrangements, etc., for the 
user's needs. 
Utopia 
At this point, it is appropriate to 
visualize what we might expect the uto- 
pian special library to be like. The  en- 
trance way looks upon a conversation 
lounge and the librarians' work area. 
The conversation lounge allows for the 
spontaneous exchange of ideas between 
the user, for casual reading, and for an 
area to release tension for the researcher. 
It  is a sociopetal area done in warm 
colors such as coral or peach. The  furni- 
ture is thickly padded and the room is 
otherwise designed to absorb as much of 
the noise as possible. The  lounge is 
separated from the study area by book- 
shelves. 
By putting the lounge area next to the 
librarians' work area, it is possible to 
make the user have a feeling of "belong- 
ing" within the library staff. He can see 
them at work, watch their activities and 
talk to them if he wishes. It  opens up  
the library's activities to the users and 
puts together all the areas where con- 
versations may occur. 
The  library is decorated throughout 
with paintings, graphics, photographs, 
other kinds of artwork, and plants. 
These provide visual focal points, ad- 
ditional colors in the environment, and 
another means of involving the user in 
the library (everyone considers himself 
an art critic). In addition these portable 
objects can serve as an easy means of 
changing part of the environment and 
of reducing boredom or monotony. 
The  library would also have a combi- 
nation of study facilities (9). 
" T h e  ideal library would not be one 
wi th  all individual study rooms or all 
open areas but, instead, would contain 
a diversity of spaces that would meet the 
needs of introverts and extroverts, lone 
studiers, browsers and day-long research- 
ers. I t  is a serious mistake to  assume that 
all people have the same spatial needs." 
There would be individual carrels, sev- 
eral with media equipment, tables that 
could sit either two or four, and several 
study rooms. The  number of these would 
depend on the size and the needs of the 
company; however, all would be individ- 
ually controlled. 
Since man's response to the environ- 
ment is not completely understood and 
is based on factors within the indi- 
vidual's background, his culture, and his 
current attitude, there must be areas to 
allow for individual preferences. The  
study rooms would be designed to satisfy 
individual needs. Thev would be 
equipped with all the media equipment 
and at least one of them would be large 
enough to house a small group. The  
rooms would be individually thermo- 
statically controlled, and background 
noises could be selected such as white 
noise, music or even rushing water. At 
least one of the walls would have its 
color controlled by a lighting system 
whereby the individual could choose any 
color within the spectrum. 
Hence, the special library would be 
designed with the majority of its users 
in mind, but would allow for individual- 
ity and be based on behavioral research. 
Furthermore, the design would be flex- 
ible so that it could be changed in the 
future to comply with further research 
or with changing goals. 
Conclusion 
As is obvious, planning special librar- 
ies based on research has not entered its 
beginning stages. Consequently library 
design is going to have to incorporate 
the work that has been done in other 
fields and relate it to the special library 
and its objectives. The  planning will 
have to involve psychological studies as 
well as input from the librarian and the 
architect. 
" T h e  t ime  would thus  seem mos t  auspi- 
cious for experimentnl  psychologists t o  
take their  place alongside their  col- 
leagues i n  social psychology, sociology, 
geography, architecture, planning,  etc., 
i n  a broadside attack o n  t he  problems 
facing u s  i n  improving t he  quality of our  
environment" (14). 
The special librarian has a difficult 
task in front of him with no promise of 
immediate reward. However, by recog- 
nizing that in planning a special library, 
the concept of a design team is as im- 
portant as the statistics and standards of 
library equipment, an important step 
will have been taken towards designing 
the appropriate environment. 
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Picture Organization 
Practices and Procedures, Part 2 
Renata V. Shaw 
T h e  Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540 
Picture storage and retrieval are dis- 
cussed. T h e  use of Individual and Group 
cataloging is explained. 
THREE METHODS OF picture storage 
and retrieval are under discussion. Self- 
indexing files were explained in Part 1." 
Individual cataloging should be given 
to valuable items such as original car- 
toons, artists' drawings and architectural 
drawings, historical prints, fine prints, 
posters, as well as fine photography. 
Group cataloging is recommended for 
less valuable pictures with a common 
theme. 
INDIVIDUALLY CATALOGED 
PICTURES 
Cartoons and Caricatures, Original 
Drawings and Architectural Drawings 
When is it justified to catalog pictori;rl 
items individually? The  cataloging proc- 
ess is so expensive that the image must 
possess historical, artistic, t1ocument;rr-y 
or  monetary value to receive this amount 
of attention. 
Original drawings, cartoons antl cari- 
catures should not be kept in boxes or 
* Part 1 of "Picture Organization: Practices 
and Procedures" appeared i n  Spr,cinl L i D r n v  
ies 63 (no.10): p.448-456 (Oct 1972). 
files open to casual readers. They should 
be stored in closed stacks antl ~atalogetl 
individually following the rules set 
down in the Anglo-American Cntcllogrng 
Ru l e s  (1). Descriptive cataloging i ules 
have been developed for single works, 
sets of works and collections of pictures. 
Library patrons should be d\isecl to 
make their initial selections by using 
either catalog cards, xisunl catalog cards, 
inexpensive paper prints or- photo- 
graphic copies of the originals. 
One of the problematic areas in sub- 
ject cataloging is the development of 
suitable entries for 'artoons with titles 
which do not sufficiently explain the 
contents of the cartoon. The  images 
themselves without car~tions are often 
not self-explanatory. A cartoon in Har- 
per's Tt7ccklp, August 19, 1871, is cap- 
tioned " TVho stole the People's lloney?' 
-Do Tell. 'Twas Him." (Figure 1) I t  
shows 15 men in a circle, each one point- 
ing n finger at his neighbor. These men 
repre5ent the Tammany King, notorious 
for misappropriating monies intentled 
for the New York County Courthouse. 
One subject approach to this cartoon 
could be JV~lllnn7 Mnrcy Tiuccd (1823- 
1878), the main figure in the scandal. I t  
could also be cataloged ~ r n d e ~  " Ttrrr~ I I I ~ I ~ I J ~  
Ring," 1871: politzcnl cartoons, "Tiueetl 
Ring," or Democratic Party, 1871. In a 
chronological file of political cartoons 
it should be entered alphabetically un- 
der title for the year 1871. Thomas Nast, 
the creator of the cartoon, should also 
be represented by name because he is 
famous enough to have become a sub- 
ject of research. 
The  artist and the title of a cartoon 
do not ordinarily cause difficulties for 
the cataloger. The  subject analysis, par- 
ticularly for 18th and 19th century polit- 
ical cartoons, is often a difficult task. I t  
necessitates research in contemDorarv 
newspapers to clarify forgotten events 
and personages. 
subject headings for pictures with a 
literary or  story content such as popular 
19th century lithographs are more com- 
patible with book subject headings than 
are those needed for drawings or car- 
toons. For more s~ecialized collections. 
e.g., architectural drawings, new subject 
heading lists have to be created to serve 
the need of specialists. The  Historic 
American Buildings Survey in the Li- 
brary of Congress is arranged geograph- 
ically by state, county, town or vicinity. 
A subject index on cards leads to ap- 
propriate examples for Coverc7d Bridges, 
Shaker Architecture or Log Cabins. 
These subject headings were created to 
fill the needs of architectural researchers. 
Many of the terms such as Dog R u n  
are not used as book subject headings. 
Most collections of original drawings 
are arranged alphabetically by century 
under artist's name. If the title, e.g., 
Cat and Butterfly (Figure 2 )  explains 
the subject matter, this will only inci- 
dentally aid the user of the catalog. 
Separate subject entries are seldom pro- 
vided because the primary purpose of 
most collections of original drawings is 
not pictorial documentation. 
- 
Historical Prints, Fine Prints and 
Posters 
Historical prints in contrast to fine 
prints are defined as images of primary 
interest for their subject matter. A typ- 
ical example is a view of a city or a 
series of prints based on travel sketches 
made in exotic places. These prints can 
be entered in a dictionary cat:tlog under 
artist, title and subject. A p  turc cards 
or visual catalog cards can be u e d  for 
quicker identification of pictules. Sub- 
WHO STOLE THF P F O P L l S  M O N I ~ ?  : DO TFLL ~ r r l ~ r r  'T WfiS HIM. 
I .111 fnry  of Congru\r 
Figure 1. 
"Who Stole the People's Money?"-Do Tell. 'Twas Him. 
Wood engraving based on a drawing by Thomas 
Nast attacking Tammany Hall and its bass William 
M. Tweed. Harper's Weekly, Aug 19, 1871. LC- 
USZ62-22116 p.19. 
Figure 2. 
Cat and Butterfly. 
Detail from a Japanese handscroll, Edo period, 
Ukiyoe school by Katsushika Hokusai, 1760-1849. 
Color on paper. 10%" x 44' 17%". Freer Gallery 
of Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 
p.20. 
?K ?K 
ject headings may be broad in small col- 
lections but these should be more specific 
in collections encompassing tens of thou- 
sands of prints. As a rule historical 
prints are easier to analyze by subject 
than artists' prints, the contents of 
which are often hard to translate into 
words. 
Fine prints are cataloged under artist's 
name. These prints receive more thor- 
ough treatment than any other pictures 
because o f  their valuc. Size, the state of 
the print, and provenante are rccordetl 
in order to help identify the print. 
The favorite subjects of well-known 
artists are known to print specialists. 
Thus a print of a needed subject may be 
traced to an owner through printed 
sources, e.g., exhibition catalogs, oeuvre 
catalogs or sales records. Subject catalog- 
ing of fine prints is not a common prac- 
tice because these prints are usually in 
collections organized separately from 
documentary pictures. Fine prints should 
be mounted professionally on acid-free 
board. Readers should never be allowed 
to work with them without staff super- 
vision. 
Poster cataloging also follows the 
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules. If the 
artist is unknown, the poster can be filed 
according to nationality, provenance, or 
promotional goal. Following this scheme 
Swiss travel posters will be filed under 
sponsor advertisers as well as posters 
promoting the Red Cross, Scouting ar 
Milk Consumption. Since the physical 
handling of posters is difficult because 
of their size, posters may be mounted on 
muslin or rag paper, or enclosed in pro- 
tective mylar sheets to strengthen them 
and to prevent tears when consulted by 
readers. It  would be desirable to have a 
set of inexpensive paper prints or other 
cheap reproductions made to help the 
public find needed posters. Here again, 
the organization is mainly a question 
of money because visual catalog cards or 
copy photographs are fairly expensive 
Figure 3. 
Niagara-Dixon Crossing Niagara on a 7i inch wire. 
Stereograph by George Barker, @ 1890, Library 
of Congress. LC-USZ62-1 101 8 p.23. 
solutions to the preservation of the 
originals. 
Daguerreotypes, Calotypes, Ambrotypes, 
Tintypes and Master Photographs 
Collections devoted to photographic 
prints as works of art are of fairly recent 
vintage. The Museum of Modern Art 
uses a photograph documentation record 
which lists 32 different aspects of each 
photograph. It  covers information on 
the photographer, his technique, restric- 
tions placed on the reproduction of the 
photograph, exhibition data, and subject 
classification. This thoroughness in cata- 
loging can hardly be managed on a small 
budget, so in most cases a decision will 
have to be made in advance establish- 
ing the minimum information needed 
for proper description of individual 
photographs (Figure 3). The following 
information ought to appear on each 
caption and catalog card (not neces- 
sarily in this order): 
b Photographer (his 
dates) 
b Title of photograph 
) Date of negative or 
original picture 
b Place photograph 
was taken 
b Credit Line 
) Restrictions 
) Subject 
) Negative number 
Barker, George 
Dixon crossing 
Niagara 
Niagara Falls 
Library of 
Congress 
No restrictions 
Tightrope 
walker 
LC-USZ62- 
11018 
Photographic assignments could be 
divided into stories for easier retrieval 
and listed chronologically under photog- 
rapher's name. Thus the Chinatown 
photographs of Arnold Genthe would 
be a separate story and described as such. 
When an institution owns the lifetime 
production of a photographer, a chrono- 
logical breakdown into major periods 
should be established to facilitate the 
use of the collection. It is also desirable 
to publish a guide to the organization 
of the photographer's production for the 
benefit of outside readers. 
An objective approach is a goal hard 
to achieve. Sometimes collections are 
maintained by one individual for so long 
that the inte-rior arrangement becomes 
personalized. When this happens, only 
the cataloger can locate needed pictures. 
I t  is a fatal mistake to build one's re- 
trieval system on the memory and ex- 
werience of one individual. This is. how- 
ever, today quite often the only way to 
locate a picture in a photographic col- 
lection. 
Fine photographs are usually stored 
flat in boxes mounted similarly to fine 
prints. Daguerreotypes are arranged in 
vertical files in boxes or Permalife en- 
velopes separated by cardboard or other 
padding to prevent breakage. When a 
daguerreotype is of unique value, it 
should be copied and the original stored 
in a vault inaccessible to casual readers. 
In any case, daguerreotypes are very dif- 
ficult to consult in their original form; 
researchers will find well-made photo- 
copies far easier to use. 
GROUP CATALOGING 
When neither self-indexing files are 
s u i t a b l e  n o r  i n d i v i d u a l  ca t a log ing  
needed, pictures and photographs can be 
cataloged in groups. These batches can 
then be described on one catalog card 
as logical entities. As an example of this 
practice, we are reproducing a catalog 
card (Figure 4) describing photographs 
taken in California in 1866 by George 
S. Lawrence and Thomas Houseworth. 
In preparing these group cards, the 
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules should 
be consulted. The following elements 
ought to be included in the description: 
b Name of photographer or sponsor 
b Title of the collection (contributed 
by cataloger if necessary) 
b Subject 
b Date 
b Place 
b Negative numbers (original or copy 
negatives should be specially pointed 
out) 
b Restrictions 
b Credit line 
Subject headings for visual material 
should be inspired by the material at 
hand. Library of Congress subject head- 
ings for books could be consulted for 
possible entries but if nothing fully suit- 
able has been established, the cataloger 
" 
should invent a heading compatible with 
visual subject matter. The  more concrete 
the heading is, the easier it is to use. 
Pedestrian facilities may be an accept- 
able heading for a book. For pictures 
one may find it preferable to use side- 
walks or paths or whatever term comes 
closest to describing the actual picture. 
It  may be frustrating to attempt to ar- 
range pictures according to book subject 
headings. and I feel it is both more 
" .  
desirable and more efficient to think 
pictorially and to create one's own ex- 
hressive picture subject headings. Deep 
coordinate indexing is being used more 
and more in picture collections. Hierar- 
chical indexing does not meet the re- 
quirements of modern pictorial informa- 
tional needs. It  is based on 19th centurv 
book cataloging concepts and does not 
fill today's demands for speed, accuracy 
and specificity. Any large collection 
should build its own thesaurus of re- 
trieval terms to meet the specialized 
needs of picture librarians and picture 
users. It  does not matter how peculiar 
a subject heading is-if it is needed, use 
it! The  New York Public Library has a 
heading for Opposites needed for pic- 
tures of Summer/Winter, NightIDay, 
Rich/Poor, beautiful/ugly and similar 
Figure 4. 
Catalog card from the Prints and Photographs Divi- 
sion. Library of Congress. Lawrence and House- 
worth, opticians, publishers. p.24. 
Lavrence (George S.) 6 Houseworth (momas), opticians. 
Gems of California scenery. ..Photographed and 
published by Lawrence 6 Houseworth, Sen Francisco. 
1866. (Documentary scenes and views of California 
and Nevada.) 
860 stereograph halves, 3 x 4 in., with printed 
catalog. 
I File prints from copy negatives filed in 71 geographic and subject sub-divisions. I 
subjects. The  Library of Congress has a 
heading for Rear Views because pictures 
were asked for under this term. 
MICROFORM USE IN PICTURE 
COLLECTIONS 
Picture collections with storage prob- 
lems and materials in many different 
sizes can profit from using microforms. 
Copy photographs in several different 
standard sizes can be easily made for 
patrons who can use these for many dif- 
ferent projects. Pictures can be stored 
in cartridges, aperture cards, microfiche 
and rolls of microfilm. Although library 
users are often reluctant to use micro- 
film readers, these are convenient for 
picture retrieval in large collections. 
Each type of microform has its own 
advantages and disadvantages in regard 
to storage, refiling, image retrieval and 
customer service. The total cost of micro- 
form use depends greatly on the in- 
house facilities of photoduplication 
available to the library. For this reason 
it is impossible to recommend one type 
of microform above another to a collec- 
tion contemplating miniaturization in 
some form. 
The  field of picture organization is an 
exciting challenge to librarians because 
so much remains to be done. The  inten- 
tion of this paper is to raise questions 
and create interest in finding solutions 
to the many problems with which we 
are faced every day. 
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The Special Library Consultant 
Some Pragmatic Guidelines 
Dorothy Albert 
Unemployment Insurance Service, Manpower Administration, U.S. 
Department of Labor, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
W Guidelines are presented to assist the each organization is unique. These guide- 
library consultant to determine what lines can also be used for self-evaluation 
services, facilities and resources manage- of an existing library or information 
ment requires its library or information center. They have been used since early 
center to provide. Some additions and 1970 and have been found to be success- 
modifications will have to be made since ful. 
THE SPECIAL LIBRARY CONSULT- 
ANT should always keep in mind that 
his services were contracted by an or- 
ganization's management because of its 
desire to establish or improve its library 
or information resource center. Conse- 
quently, the consultant should seek to 
develop and maintain a viable relation- 
ship with the entire management team 
since only management can implement 
his recommendations. The  consultant 
should first learn the mission and func- 
tions of the organization. He  should 
also learn its broad long-term plans and 
goals. Then, he should seek to determine 
what services, facilities and resources 
management requires a library or infor- 
mation center to provide for the benefit 
of the organization's staff. The  consult- 
ant should enlist management's support 
for his assignment by explaining the 
methodology he proposes to use to meet 
management's goals. 
First, the consultant will review the 
library facilities by evaluating its loca- 
tion, layout, size and equipment. The  
mission and functions of the library as 
well as the professional qualifications 
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and job-oriented competence of the li- 
brarian will be surveyed. 
Second, the consultant will conduct 
interviews with key staff members, repre- 
senting every component of the organiza- 
tion, to analyze the level of service each 
is receiving from the library. As part of 
these informal, unstructured interviews, 
the consultant will request the inter- 
viewees to suggest any ideas that will en- 
hance the effectiveness of the library in 
providing for their specific needs. 
Management should be requested to 
make its key staff members available for 
these informal interviews with the con- 
sultant. I t  should encourage them to be 
as cooperative as possible during the 
course of these interviews, since they 
will eventually gain from any improve- 
ment which will result from the survey. 
Advantages of Improving an  Existing 
Library or Resource Center 
Undoubtedly, one question that will 
arise from the management team is: 
what are the advantages of improving 
an existing library or resource center? 
The most important single reason is to 
save the time of professional staff mem- 
bers and thus lower costs. This can be 
done in many ways (I): 
The  duplication of costly research is 
often eliminated. 
Specific publications can be found 
to answer specific needs. 
Extensive and expensive collections 
of books, periodicals, pamphlets, re- 
search documents, reprints and other 
materials scattered among its depart- 
ments and offices, in desk drawers, 
file cabinets and storage areas are 
eliminated. 
Funds are no longer used to buy 
multiple copies of books and periodi- 
cals for individuals in the organiza- 
tion, when fewer copies properly 
centralized, circulated and controlled 
would better serve the needs of all. 
Time and money spent by execu- 
tives, to telephone around the coun- 
try in search of information, is 
greatly reduced. 
Important decisions are no longer 
delayed because of a lack of correct 
and current information. 
Free but valuable information is no 
longer overlooked through lack of 
knowledge of its existence. 
Professional employees no longer 
complain that they have to buy too 
many work-related books and jour- 
nals out of their own pockets-an 
expense many cannot afford. 
Professional employees do the read- 
ing necessary to keep up  with new 
developments in their field. 
New employees are encouraged and 
favorably impressed by the effective 
information services of their new 
employer. 
Employees can borrow from non- 
public libraries when the lending li- 
brary requires that materials be re- 
quested on interlibrary loan through 
their company library. 
Trips to the public library to "look 
something up," which result in re- 
turning without the needed informa- 
tion, are reduced. 
Administrative Review 
Before visiting the library, the consult- 
ant should explore the areas of staffing, 
supervision and administration. Ques- 
tions that should be explored are: 
1. Is the person in charge of the library 
a graduate librarian, a professional 
grade employee or a clerk? 
2. Under what criteria (i.e., standards 
or guidelines) was the person in  
charge of the library selected? 
3. Does the job description clearly de- 
fine the scope and duties of the per- 
son in charge? 
4. Who, other than the librarian, deter- 
mines library policy and procedures? 
5. Does the librarian participate in 
planning for the future growth and 
development of the library's services 
and facilities? 
6. Does the librarian have the primary 
responsibility for internal organiza- 
tional structure and management of 
the library's facilities and services? 
7. Does the librarian participate in de- 
termining the budgetary require- 
ments for the library? 
8. Does the librarian have the author- 
ity to expend funds relating to li- 
brary functions? If yes, describe the 
extent of authority.- If no, explain. 
Library Review 
Some questions regarding acquisitions: 
1. What bibliographic sources does the 
library have and use? 
2. Does the library have a continuing 
program for acquisitions? 
3. Does the library have a current up- 
to-date selection policy? 
4. Is the library recognized as the cen- 
tral point for the acquisition of 
books, periodicals and related library 
materials, ordered by components of 
the organization? If not, should it 
be? 
5. Does the librarian possess the au- 
thority to approve or disapprove the 
purchase of books, periodicals and 
related library materials ordered by 
components of the organization? If 
yes, what criteria and guidelines are scope and depth to be used as a basic 
used? tool for the consultant in evaluating the 
effectiveness of library service in any 
Questions that be re- organization. These questions are to be 
garding the organization and retrieval asked on a face-to-face basis with the 
of library materials: interviewee. Only those which are ap- 
Are materials readily retrievable by 
author, title and subject? 
Has an effective list of subject head- 
ings been developed with adequate 
cross-references? 
Does the classification system ade- 
quately serve as a basis for the sys- 
tematic organization of the library's 
collection? 
Does the cataloging provide the user 
with sufficient information to make 
a proper selection of material to meet 
his needs? 
Are adequate catalogs and indexes 
available to the user? 
Are the library's control records ade- 
quate to fulfill their objectives? 
Questions which should be asked with 
respect to reference service: 
1. Does the librarian locate library 
materials and information promptly 
on request? 
2. Is telephone reference provided? If 
not, why not? 
3. Are library materials circulated? 
4. Is an adequate charge-out system 
used when materials are borrowed? 
5. What type and quality of services 
are provided to users? 
6. Is the librarian aware of information 
sources outside of the organization 
which are available to its users? 
7. Is the librarian aware of reader in- 
terests in specific areas and are pub- 
lications automatically routed to in- 
terested users? 
8. Are microfilm and/or microfiche 
used? Is this material readily retriev- 
able? 
9. Is there an audiovisual collection? 
Is this material readily retrievable? 
Informal Interviews with Key Staff 
The  following questions were adapted 
from an in-house series of informal in- 
terviews with key staff members (2). 
They are sufficiently comprehensive in 
plicable should be used. Whenever 'a 
question raises a series of responses 
which were not included in the outline, 
the consultant should pursue the re- 
sponses until he is satisfied that he ex- 
tracted all the information the question 
generated. The  questions to be asked 
are: 
1. Do you use your organization's li- 
brary? If not, why not? 
2. Do you use libraries outside of your 
organization? If yes, why? 
3. What information did you request 
the last time you used your organiza- 
tion's library? Did you receive the 
information? Were you satisfied? If 
not, why not? 
By what means did you request the 
information from your organiza- 
tion's library? How would you prefer 
to request information from your 
organization's library? 
What additional library or informa- 
tion services would you like to have? 
Do you have any trouble obtaining 
or locating technical information in 
the performance of your tasks? How 
do you resolve these problems? 
Which organization publications do 
you read? What sort of information 
do you hope to obtain from them? 
What non-organization professional 
publications do you read? Why do 
you read these publications? 
What professional publications or 
documents should you read regularly 
but do not? Why do you not read 
them? 
What do you consider your main 
area of professional interest? 
The  last time you needed job- 
related information, what was the 
first organization or person you went 
to, in order to obtain this informa- 
tion? What was the principal reason 
you used this first source? 
What was the depth of information 
you received? What was the depth 
of information you wanted and 
needed? 
From the time you requested this 
information how much time did it 
take to get it? IVas this amount of 
time considered adequate to meet 
your needs? 
After the task was completed, did 
you find any information that was 
available, but unknown to you, at 
the time you were doing the task? 
Summary 
Since an organization's management 
contracted for the services of a spe- 
cial library consultant for one or more 
o l  the following reasons: to improve 
communication within the organization, 
to a\oid duplication of prior work ef- 
fort, to test the usefulness of existing 
technical information selvices (including 
the technical libral y)  and to develop new 
info~mation services, it is obviously 
aware that the need for infolmation has 
a dynamic quality; it seldom remains 
constant. 
Based upon this premise, the consult- 
ant should, at the completion of his sur- 
vey, make an oral presentation of his 
findings ant1 recommendations to man- 
agement. This presentation should con- 
sist of a general overview of the current 
status of the organization's ability to 
provide information through its library 
or other resource centers to its profes- 
sional staff, and recommendations for 
improvement, if warranted. hlanage- 
ment should be assured that it will re- 
ceive a detailed written report concern- 
ing the findings and recommendations 
resulting from the survey. Both the oral 
presentation and the written report 
should cover such topics as: 
The  role and function of the or- 
ganization's library; 
The  effectiveness of the library's 
ability to serve the organization's 
professional staff to meet their job- 
oriented needs; 
The  degree and extent of utilization 
of the library's facilities and services 
hy the organization's professional 
staff; 
The  library's physical space, location, 
accessibility to users, equipment, 
lighting, furniture and duplicating 
facilities; 
The  competence of the librarian and 
subordinate staff to fulfill their re- 
sponsibilities to the organization's 
staff; and 
The  organization of the library's 
holdings (by the use of classification 
and cataloging systems) to provide 
prompt retrieval of pertinent docu- 
ments to meet the needs of the pro- 
fessional staff. 
The  above factors are only a small 
segment which an oral presentation and 
a written report should include. Since 
each survey will uncover findings which 
are unique to any organization, modifi- 
cations, deletions and additions to the 
above six points may have to be in- 
corporated in the consultant's recom- 
mendations. In any event, a special 
library consultant's success will be meas- 
ured in pragmatic terms by the organiza- 
tions that avail themselves of his services. 
He  should provide management with 
data which can be implemented with 
due regard to cost, disruption of inter- 
relationships between the library and its 
clients, and the tangible benefits which 
will accrue to the organization. 
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Acquisition Philosophy and Cataloging Priorities 
For University Map Libraries 
Alberta G. Koerner 
The  University of Michigan Library, Map Room, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
An acquisition philosophy for univer- 
sity map libraries should be formulated 
to produce a well-balanced reference and 
research collection which will serve the 
needs of its academic community. Em- 
phasis should be given to those areas or 
subjects of most importance to the school. 
The  philosophy should also define the 
extent of support materials such as 
gazetteers, journals, cartobibliographies, 
etc., needed for use in conjunction with 
the maps and atlases. In  order to make 
maps speedily accessible to users, a sys- 
tem of cataloging priorities emphasiz- 
ing the subjects and areas of major im- 
portance to the university should be set 
up, especially for map libraries with 
backlogs. A cataloging and classification 
scheme which is easily understood, rapid 
and inexpensive is also essential. 
A UNIFIED, well-defined acquisition 
philosophy is essential to the effective 
development of the university map li- 
brary. Since an acquisition philosophy 
will be broad in scope and will affect 
the work of numerous staff members 
both within and without the map li- 
brary, there is much to be said for a 
written policy. Such a written policy 
should take into consideration the teach- 
ing needs and research interests of the 
academic community, the strengths of 
the existing collection, and reasonable 
projections of financial support. Thirty 
map libraries were surveyed to discover 
the types of acquisition philosophies in 
use. Interestingly, while most map li- 
braries were following some type of in- 
formal unwritten policy, only a very few 
of these map libraries had formal writ- 
ten philosophies. A written acquisition 
philosophy provides an organized plan 
to use when the necessary and frequent 
re-examination of priorities occurs in 
these days of budget cuts. Such a philoso- 
phy aids in the elimination or reduction 
of wasteful overlapping and duplicate 
purchasing. It reflects a knowledge of 
;he univeisity curricula and the interests 
of the academic community. An acquisi- 
tion philosophy should indicate items 
that are not-to be collected, as well as 
those considered necessary or desirable. 
The  philosophy should not be rigid, but 
should be subject to frequent re-evalua- 
tion. 
Differences in acquisition philosophy 
will be caused by variables including the 
position of the map library within the 
university library structure, the budget 
available, the size of the university, and 
the space available. Space and budget 
will be the most restrictive factors. In 
general, the size of the map collection, 
both in terms of depth of coverage and 
number of maps, will vary in proportion 
to the size of -the university. Location 
of a map collection within a department 
of a university library will result in a 
more generalized acquisition philosophy 
than that for a map collection associ- 
ated with an academic department such 
as geology. The  types of materials col- 
lected will also result in variations in 
acquisition philosophy. Some map col- 
lections will collect only maps, others 
will acquire maps and atlases, and some 
will include maps, atlases and related 
materials. 
Detailed Acquisition Philosophy 
Based upon personal experience and 
information supplied by other map li- 
brarians, I have developed the follow- 
ing outline of the considerations to be 
studied in arriving at a detailed philoso- 
phy on the acquisition of mapsi atlases 
and related reference and support ma- 
terial. Broadly, the purpose of the col- 
lecting activities of a university map li- 
brary must be to support the research 
and teaching activities of the university 
community. A well-rounded collection 
of world-wide coverage of small and 
large scale general and thematic maps; 
national, state, regional and thematic at- 
lases; and related reference materials 
will be necessary. Such a collection will 
support the projects on and sustain the 
interests in numerous geographical areas 
and subiects which will be the result of 
the diversity of curricula and research 
activities at a university. A comprehen- 
sive collection allows better coordination 
of research activities and saves time in 
answering map reference questions. 
Secondly, a number of people have 
mentioned that there are many advan- 
tages in specializing or concentrating on 
collecting certain types of maps or maps 
of certain areas. Certainly, detailed topo- 
graphic and thematic maps of the local 
area should be acquired unless another 
local map collection already fills this 
need. At the University of Michigan, for 
example, we usually collect only repro- 
ductions or  facsimiles of early maps of 
the Americas, because the William L. 
Clements Library of Americana concen- 
trates on that area. The  Clements Li- 
brary while not a part of The  Univer- 
sity of Michigan Library system is one of 
a number of independent specialized li- 
braries within The  University of Mich- 
igan. On  the other hand, we have the 
major collection in Ann Arbor of early 
maps of Michigan and the Great Lakes 
as the Michigan Historical Collections, 
one of the other independent specialized 
libraries on campus and a possible logi- 
cal center for such maps, does not wish 
to set up a special map collection. 
The  most important maps in almost 
every collection are large scale topo- 
graphic maps. The  majority of readers 
seem to require detailed map informa- 
tion about small areas which these maps 
provide. In  addition, since the large 
scale of such maps results in numerous 
sheets to cover an area, a large quantity 
of maps is involved. As mentioned ear- 
lier, large scale maps of the local area 
should be collected. This is of primary 
importance because university students 
and staff are often encouraged to do re- 
search within reasonable proximity of 
the school. Large scale topographic maps 
will also be needed for other areas of 
known general interest, such as the 
United States or Western Europe. Such 
maps should also be acquired for areas 
of interest to members of the academic 
community. At the University of Ver- 
mont, for example, the collections of the 
map library include comprehensive hold- 
ings of large scale topographic maps of 
Canada because of a strong Canadian 
studies program (I). While large scale 
topographic map coverage of the entire 
world, as well as for local or special areas 
of interest, is an ideal goal, it is not prac- 
tical for most map collections. A mini- 
mum practical goal is to have medium 
scale topographic coverage for the rest of 
the world. Expansion of large scale cov- 
erage may be accomplished as budget, 
space, interest and staff time permit. Par- 
ticipation in depository programs with 
the U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Na- 
tional Ocean Survey, and U.S. Defense 
Mapping Agency, Topographic Center 
provides much of the large to medium 
scale map coverage for many university 
map libraries. 
Depository Items 
Depository programs also aid collect- 
ing activities in the next category of im- 
portance in acquisitions-general and 
thematic small scale maps and atlases of 
the world, continents, regions, and coun- 
tries. Political divisions, physical fea- 
tures, transportation routes or systems, 
population relationships, economic con- 
ditions, climatic conditions, and histor- 
ical events should be included among 
the types of basic information to be pro- 
vided. Hydrographic charts of U.S. areas 
may often be acquired by participating 
in a depository arrangement with the 
U.S. National Ocean Survey and the U.S. 
Lake Survey. The  U.S. National Ocean 
Survey may also be able to provide a 
depository arrangement whereby small 
scale aeronautical charts of the world 
and sectional aeronautical charts (1:500,- 
000) of the United States may be ac- 
quired. These aeronautical charts are 
useful because they show relief and are 
updated frequently. Furthermore, the 
1:500,000 series is the only set at that 
scale to cover the United States. Al- 
though the quantity of atlases acquired 
on depository programs is small, occa- 
sionally an important volume such as 
The National Atlas of the United States 
is received. 
Another major acquisition category 
is national atlases. Since these atlases 
often provide the most comprehensive 
cartographic information about a coun- 
try at the lowest cost, they should be ac- 
quired as available. Atlases of states, 
Canadian provinces, and of local and 
other areas of importance to the aca- 
demic community should also be col- 
lected because of the compilation of 
cartographic information that they rep- 
resent. 
Maps and atlases of major U.S. and 
foreign cities are another essential part 
of the map collection. A comprehensive, 
up-to-date collection of maps and at- 
lases of cities in the state should be main- 
tained. Thematic maps or atlases should 
also be acquired for such cities, when- 
ever available. T o  avoid duplication of 
collecting activity and to provide better 
service in terms of having maps of cities 
of interest, coordinate acquisitions in 
this area with the university's urban 
planning department. General and the- 
matic maps and atlases of counties in 
the state or areas of interest should also 
be acquired. This should include plat 
books and facsimiles of early maps and 
atlases, if not collected elsewhere. 
In general, most university map li- 
braries cannot afford to collect early 
original maps and atlases of their areas 
of interest. However, relatively inexpen- 
sive facsimiles of maps or atlases which 
are of significant historical, cartograph- 
ical or local interest may often be avail- 
able. Collecting of early original maps 
or atlases must be coordinated both with 
budget priorities and with other collec- 
tions on campus. 
A library system with strong subject 
divisional libraries, such as astronomy 
or geology, will require a decision on 
areas and depth of acquisition of extra- 
terrestrial maps and atlases and/or ge- 
ological maps and atlases. If centraliza- 
tion of map materials is not essential, 
the map library should at least acquire 
maps and atlases in these specialized 
areas which will provide general infor- 
mation and leave the collecting of de- 
tailed materials to the divisional library. 
It  is desirable in the case of astronomical 
materials, for example, to have in the 
map collection general astronomical 
and planetary charts, large scale maps of 
the moon and a representative collection 
of astronomical atlases. Some of this ma- 
terial, i.e., large scale maps of the moon, 
may come to the map library as part of 
the U.S. Defense Mapping Agency, Top- 
ographic Center depository program. 
Because of the great detail that they 
show and the frequency with which they 
are usually updated, aerial photographs 
are often a suitable part of a university 
map collection. While detailed coverage 
of the entire state may be desirable, it 
is often impossible to achieve because of 
budgetary or storage problems. A useful 
minimum collection is index-mosaics for 
counties in the state and detailed aerial 
photographs of the local area. Arrange- 
ments may sometimes be made with lo- 
cal, state, or federal agencies to obtain 
superseded collections of aerial photo- 
graphs. 
An additional area of acquistion for a 
map library in an institution with a pro- 
gram in remote sensing or meteorology 
may be satellite or other types of high 
altitude photography, including infra- 
red and radar. At a minimum, examples 
of the types of maps and atlases produced 
by this technique should be collected. 
Some such maps may be obtained at low 
cost or on deposit from the U.S. Geologi- 
cal Survey. 
Supplementary Materials 
Globes are desirable for a university 
map library. Globes are not only deco- 
rative. but they are useful for their real- 
istic representation of the earth or moon 
and for determining distances. As a min- 
imum, a moon @obi and a physical-polit- 
ical terrestrial globe should be acquired. 
An important aspect of the acquisition 
program should be the collection of ma- 
terials to use in connection with maps 
and atlases. It is useful to have a selec- 
tion of gazetteers, comprising at a mini- 
mum the U.S. Board on Geographic 
Names gazetteers, and a few modern 
general gazetteers such as Columbia-Lip- 
flincott and TVebster's. A similar selec- 
tion of other types, such as national or 
state gazetteers, will be useful for pro- 
viding place name information. The  se- 
ries of provincial gazetteers of Canada 
are very useful as are  the gazetteers of 
Alaska and Delaware published by the 
US.  Geological Survey. In addition, 
there are a variety of privately published 
gazetteers. Furthermore, it is also im- 
portant to have some basic cartographi- 
cal and geographical glossaries and dic- 
tionaries, foreign language map termi- 
nology dictionaries and general foreign 
language dictionaries. These items will 
be necessary for reader assistance if the 
desired map is not in a language well 
known to the reader. 
TVhile it seems appropriate, very few 
university map libraries include the 
geography book collection. I t  is desirable 
to have support material in cartography. 
General works on cartography, map 
reading, map symbols, map projections, 
mathematical geography and works which 
evaluate maps and atlases would be ap- 
propriate acquisitions. In addition, some 
university map libraries find that ma- 
terial on the history of cartography is 
pertinent to their users. I t  would be suit- 
able to collect general works on histor- 
ical cartography, works about specific 
important maps, atlases, cartographers, 
map publishers, cartographic productions 
of a certain country, and biographical 
dictionaries of cartographers, map pub- 
lishers, printers, engravers, etc. 
I t  is also advantageous to acquire di- 
rectories, histories, journals or  acquisi- 
tions lists, and printed catalogs of US.  
and foreign map libraries. These ma- 
terials are often used to provide assist- 
ance in acquiring and cataloging maps 
and in referring requests. 
Some journals in the fields of cartog- 
raphy, historical cartography and map 
librarianship are important because of 
their bibliographies, technical articles 
and listings of new maps and atlases. If 
it is not possible for all such journals to 
remain in the map collection, arrange- 
ments should be made whereby the im- 
portant journals are sent to the map li- 
brarian for using in the selection proc- 
ess and for keeping up-to-date on recent 
developments. 
Depending upon the strength and 
proximity of local public library or gen- 
eral reference collections, a university 
map library should also acquire a selec- 
tion of guidebooks. While not usually 
essential to support research or teaching 
activities of a university, such materials 
are of recreational interest to members 
of the academic community and are of 
value in the same way that a browsing 
collection for recreational reading is of 
value. The  extent of such collecting will, 
of course, depend upon the budget, space 
and staff time. Regional, national, and 
state guides such as those issued by Fo- 
dor and the various automobile clubs, 
city guides such as those published by 
Baedeker and Michelin, and campgrountl 
guides such as the ones published by 
Rand McNally and Sunset will be use- 
ful, and some are relatively inexpensive. 
A major effort should be nladi to ob- 
tain cartobibliographies, whether they 
are on a subject, region, country, state, 
city, or mapping by government agen- 
cies. Some cartobibliographies, such as 
Phillips' and LeGear's Lib1 of Geograph- 
ical Atlases . . . , are useful in identi- 
fying early maps. Other cartobibliogra- 
])hies, such ;is Kiichler's Vegetation Map-  
ping . . . , and the American Geograph- 
ical Society's I ~ l d c x  t o  A4nps in Books 
u ~ d  Periodica1.s provitlc access to materi- 
als which may be found outside the map 
collection. The  printed catalogs of other 
map libraries are also useful 1'01- itlentifi- 
cation and location purposes. These 
cartobibliographies gen~ra l ly  provide a 
wide variety of information ;rl)out a map 
antl usuall) plovide a number oE all- 
proaches to maps of a particular subject 
or area. 
l ' he  last, but still essential, area of 
acquisitions is described by a term bor- 
rowed from Carlos Hagen, a "map in- 
formation file" (2). This is a collection 
of catalogs, indexes, and price lists from 
domestic and foreign, commercial and 
official mapping agencies and map deal- 
e 1-5. 
" T o  have .such a file enable5 fnc~llty 
and students t o  immediately  determine 
wllcther the  ~tzaterials they want  fire 
publislzed, clnd if so, their  pricrs, tech- 
nical characteristics, and the  nrcrr they 
ct~tnlogs and price li.sts, sometlzing thcrt, 
in  t he casc of forcigl~ c01111 tries, 111ay 
take seuernl rn on tlzs" (3). 
There arc a few items which I Iiave 
not mentioned that may be collected by 
some university map libraries, such as 
weather maps, sailing tlirection5 or pilot 
guides, works on geotlcsy or surveying, 
ant1 rolled nlaps. Quite ol'tcri many of 
these materials will be collected by an 
individual ~~niversity lepartment for use 
. . 
in classroonl instruction, :is in the case of 
weather maps antl rolled maps. 12'orks 
on geodesy or surveying antl sailing di- 
rections or pilot guides will usually be 
found in collections housing the books 
on engineering. However, it may be ap- 
propriate in some universities to have 
these materials in the map library, de- 
pendent as usual on budget and space 
priorities. 
Cataloging Priorities 
T h e  second, antl far briefer, part of 
my discussion concerns cataloging pri- 
orities. Most o f  the university map li- 
braries surveyed did not have any priori- 
ties of cataloging. A few map libraries that 
had priorities put their own area first 
and others put subject or series maps in 
first cataloging priority. The  methods 
employed in cataloging, classifying or 
otherwise processing incoming maps and 
the amount of stzrff time available must 
be considered in establishing cataloging 
priorities. It  is essential that such meth- 
ods be easily understood, rapid, and in- 
expensive. Kecataloging or cataloging an 
entire collection which has been previ- 
ously uncataloged will also require de- 
termining priorities. Dave Cobb of In- 
diana University defined the following 
p~ioritics for cataloging previously un- 
cataloged maps: Indiana, United States, 
Canatla, TVorltl, Latin America, Africa, 
Asia, ant1 Europe (4). 'Illere may be some 
tlis:~greement as LO the order of priorities 
21s estal~lishetl by Cobb, but the impor- 
tant l;rct is that he established them, 
presumably bxxd upon knowledge of 
the acxlcmic comnlunity served by the 
111:rp library. Such priorities help insure 
that those maps likely to be of most in- 
temL t o  the acxlen~ic community will 
be ~)rocessetl antl available in the short- 
est time possible. Separating items to be 
cat;~logetl into area subdivisions, as done 
by Cobb, facilitates liandling maps rap- 
idly antl, also ver) important, permits 
some chance of finding maps which have 
not yet been cataloged. Separating sin- 
gle maps lrom maps in series within 
these area subdivisions may also save 
time and efTort since it is often possible 
to establish rapid processing methods 
for a series once it is initially cataloged. 
Preparing map index sheets indicating 
coverage and accessioning such maps is 
one method of rapid processing. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, a written statement of 
acquisition philosophy provides essen- 
tial guidelines for effective development 
of the university map library in order to 
provide the best possible service for uni- 
versity map users. Consider well the 
academic community and the map col- 
lection and draw up an acquisition phi- 
losophy that does justice to the interests 
of the community and to the strengths 
of the collection. Then establish catalog- 
ing priorities to hasten availability of 
maps of most requested areas or subjects. 
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The Special Library Budget 
Dean Tudor 
Ontario Ministry of Treasury, Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs Library, 
Frost Building, Queen's Park, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
Problems encountered by librarians the most effective method of budgeting 
in developing and living with a budget to insure acceptance and adequate fund- 
are described. PPBS (Planning-Program- ing of the library's facilities and activ- 
ming-Budgeting Systems) is shown to be ities. 
A BUDGET may be defined as: a finan- 
cial statement of the estimated revenues 
and expenditures for a given period of 
time. Because it is an estimate, i t  is, 
then, only a guide and should be treated 
that way. Unfortunately, the budget is 
often thought of as law. The  admin- 
istrator cannot overspend by one penny, 
unless he gets approval from the author- 
ities. If he underspends then the money 
goes back into some consolidated rev- 
enue fund, and perhaps his budget re- 
quest for next year will be trimmed in 
view of the fact that he did not spend 
all of this year's money. Is it really com- 
pulsory to spend exactly the hypothetical 
amount in question? 
There are a number of significant 
purposes behind a budget, in addition to 
being an estimate of monies: 1) the 
budget brings about a regular, periodic 
reconsideration and re-evaluation of the 
firm's* purposes and objectives; 2) the 
budget facilitates a comparative evalua- 
tion of different purposes and programs 
in relation to each other, and in relation 
* "Firm" is used throughout to represent 
any institution with a library. 
to their relative costs; 3) the budget 
provides a periodic link among the 
working units. 
It can be assumed that a special library 
generates little net revenue. Photocopy- 
ing charges for outside use, research fees 
for use of facilities, fees for borrowing 
books, and the like are attempts to pay 
the costs of external usage of the firm's 
library-use that is generally not pro- 
vided for in a budget, but could be if the 
librarian had sufficient data to determine 
the cost. External usage is extremely 
variable; sometimes it is a nuisance to 
the library staff, and it is usually oper- 
ated on a quid pro q u o  basis called "li- 
brary cooperation" when dealing with 
other libraries. As to individuals or stu- 
dents, the subject is wide open. The li- 
brary can charge what the market can 
bear, or it can be generous and charge a 
token amount. One thing to consider is 
that any revenues generated may or may 
not affect the total sum oE money that 
management gives to its library. Indeed, 
there is no guarantee that revenues will 
even be credited to the library budget. 
Components of expenditures are rela- 
tively easy to calculate. Most special 
libraries are small operations, dealing 
with sums under six figures. There are 
three basic parts to library spending: 1) 
salaries of library personnel (generally, 
50%-80% of total); 2) literature and 
services costs (generally, loyo-40% of 
total); and 3) supplies, equipment, 
travel, etc. (generally, about 10yo of total 
budget). Special libraries have their 
spending within these percentage ratios. 
But that does not mean that the budget 
may reflect these costs. For instance, sup- 
plies may come from the firm's general 
fund; books may come from a company- 
wide fund; even salaries may be charged 
to another area. A library budget, for 
example, may be costed at $15,000-all 
for books and periodicals. The rest comes 
from other sources. But this article will 
deal with the total cost of running a 
library, which includes the pro rata cost 
of telephones, lighting, floor space rental 
equivalents, etc. This, to managenlent, 
should be an accurate reflection of what 
the library costs in dollars and cents, and 
for them to see how effective this cost 
may be to the personnel that make use 
of the library. 
The  special library within a firm will 
have its budget preparation affected by 
the type of management theory prevail- 
ing in that firm. There are several 
schools of management, dealing with 
classical thought, mathematical models, 
human behavior, and objectives. From 
these schools. the firm will devise its 
management tactics, and its type of 
budgeting procedures will affect the 
shape of the library's budget. Each li- 
brarian should know how his firm is 
managed. I t  might be easy to get by 
with a set of statistics showing increased 
use (but as no  measure of effectiveness), 
and ask for 10% more funds next year. 
But what happens if the manager orders 
a 10yo cut? Where will the librarian 
cut back? Does he have a cost-effective- 
ness report on the library? Does he 
know where every penny goes, and what 
can be cut or saved? Does he recognize 
alternatives or choices? The  simplest 
solution for an unsubstantiated budget 
appears to be to cut back on non-salaried 
expenses. But if 30% of the library 
budget goes for literature, services, and 
supplies, then a 10% library cut will be 
about a third of this area. 
Program Budgeting 
One way to establish library priorities 
is to use the technique of -program 
budgeting. This is most applicable for 
non-profit bodies, and a library, or any 
administrative support or back-up serv- 
ice, is essentially non-profit in its own 
operation, and in relation to the firm as 
a whole. I t  is just one device, but it ap- 
pears to be the most comprehensive to 
wut the librarv on a sound basis when 
discussing budgets with management. 
I t  is part of "planning-programming- 
budgeting systems" (PPBS), which is a 
technique for organizing and displaying 
information about the activities or pro- 
grams of an organization and thei; re- 
source allocations. A program is a set of 
activities, having a common objective, 
which can be costed and evaluated as a 
whole. The  problem here is that librar- 
ies are support bodies, and thus they are 
essentially passive and non-policy mak- 
ing. However, the activities within can 
be looked at and costed in relation to 
the program as a whole. 
The  purpose of PPBS is to help man- 
agement to make better decisions. It  is 
an aid, to sharpen the manager's judg- 
ment, and thus it is not an end in itself. 
However, it has the advantage that cost 
figures are required so that costing of 
library operations must be done. This 
provides the basis for a more formal 
analysis of cost-benefits. Cost-benefit 
analysis is a microscopic look at costs 
in terms of their benefits. It  is compar- 
ative. For instance, a cost study of use 
of books by itself is nothing-there 
are only figures. But if periodicals, 
microforms, and other operations are 
costed, then there is a comparison 
upon which to base effectiveness-in es- 
sence, a cost-benefit analysis. Much of it 
is common sense, an attitude rather than 
a technique. Some of the tools used in 
sophisticated cost-benefit analysis in- 
clude multiple regression analysis, criti- 
cal path method, and PERT (Program 
Evaluation Review Technique). 
PPBS, as a method of budgeting, is 
not concerned with items, or objects of 
expenditures, or  aggregations of cost 
categories (e.g. salaries, travels, commu- 
nications) but with activities that can 
be measured (e.g. reference services, 
study space, microforms) $for long-term 
involvement. The  components of a PPB 
system are: 
Objectives (identified); 
Choices (the most important com- 
ponent); 
Costs (inputs); 
Benefits and by-products (good and 
bad outputs); 
Analysis of alternatives. 
The  result should tell management what 
i t  is getting for its money. 
The  easiest way to start in PPBS is to 
find out what the librarv has now and 
what the library now does. For a typical 
library (1): 
i\iission: to be a single source of all pub- 
lished information in the field of "x" 
research and development. 
Gocilr and Objectives 
Collect all applicable published in- 
formation; 
hIaintain it under bibliographic 
control; 
Disseminate it, or products result- 
ing from processing it. 
Activities: 
Provide circulation services; 
Provide reference search services; 
Prepare bibliographies; 
Provide "current awareness" serv- 
ices; 
Provide question-answering services; 
Others. 
Acquire documents; 
Catalog documents; 
Store and retrieve documents; 
Search catalogs and other sources; 
Others. 
Thus, the objective is not to fill a 
library with books but to see that infor- 
mation gets into the hands of those who 
need it. For each activity the librarian 
needs to determine the benefits that will 
be produced. Correct input is needed to 
determine the identification of those ac- 
tivities with high and low payoffs. 
Cost Measurement 
For measurement there is a tool called 
performance eualuation. A cost figure ' 
(from cost accounting, which take5 in 
the physical plant) is attached to the 
performance of a function or activity 
rather than to outright purchases. This 
is a costing of what is done or performed, 
not what is bought or purchased. I n p u ~  
and output must be quantified (e.g. 
actual cost per catalog card). The  work 
effort must be expressed in monetary 
terms for each job performed, not in 
total salaries. Terminology should be 
consistent for comparative purposes with 
other libraries. Work programs are 
identified, along with their costs, and 
perhaps the interrelationships of the 
programs are given, but there is no real 
consideration in cost accounting as to 
whether the programs are needed or not. 
For example, the librarian may tell man- 
agement that he had 10,000 catalog cards 
done last year at a cost of $0.20 each, but 
this does not tell the manager anything 
beyond the expenses. Indeed, if he is a 
good manager, he will ask, "why do you 
need so many cards?"-a question that 
will not be asked if you have already 
outlined your programs and find that a 
card catalog, and its updating, are es- 
sential to dissemination of information, 
and that each book needs "X" number 
of added entries for effectiveness (such 
a number being determined by the di- 
minishing returns factor). This method 
will probably ensure that budget cuts, 
instead of being made across the board, 
will be confined to those programs least 
necessary for the effective management 
of the library, and gives the librarian 
some control over his budget. 
Performance evaluation does have cer- 
tain weaknesses. There is a lack of ac- 
cepted standards against which to meas- 
ure work, and quantity rather than 
quality is measured. However, perform- 
ance evaluation is a procedure used 
within the PPBS framework, such frame- 
work assuring that quality is measured. 
Resource Allocation 
By defining objectives, by measuring, 
by analyzing all choices available, the 
library can be better prepared to handle 
budget cuts, status quo budgets, or unex- 
pected surpluses. The  key here, in times 
of stress and budget reductions, is re- 
source allocation. T o  allocate wisely (2): 
1. Find the best choice for accomplish- 
ing an objective. 
For example, suppose the staff tells 
the head librarian that the reference 
area needs more tools, while the catalog- 
ing area needs more staff. But maybe the 
reverse is true: that is, reference really 
needs more staff, while cataloging needs 
more tools. Some coordination here is 
necessary. More cataloging tools may 
mean less time spent in processing, free- 
ing the present staff to cope with any 
backlog. I n  the reference area, the 
library should have the tools already. 
Perhaps the problem is that the staff 
cannot identify the question, the an- 
swers, or know where to look. Thus, they 
have to be trained or replaced. Perhaps 
the problem is that too many questions 
are being asked for the size of the staff. 
While it  would be handy to have all the 
answers in one specific book rather than 
scattered around the collection and 
hence time consuming to search, maybe 
such a tool does not exist. The  li- 
brarian may have to write it himself. 
Thus, if the librarian has to spend 
money anyway, recognizing that he 
might have to hire staff and buy tools, 
which way is the most effective? For the 
users, peihaps more reference staff is 
desirable. I t  looks good; it means the 
library has less people and costs for "hid- 
den" services such as cataloging; maybe 
there will be enough staff time to com- 
pile those needed reference works, e t ~ .  
Tools in the catalog area can be a help 
for the reference staff; it may mean later 
hiring a library technician as a replace- 
ment to cope with the regular books and 
certain aspects of cataloging and classi- 
fication, while allowing the professional 
librarian then to be more of a manager, 
with a morale boosting increase in status, 
etc. 
What would happen if the librarian 
hired more catalog staff and bought 
more reference tools? First, management 
might balk at these people in the "back 
room." Second, the tools, as mentioned 
earlier, may not exist, or may be part of 
an expensive service that has done the 
searching work but otherwise may be 
useless. Of course, this is all hypotheti- 
cal. All choices open to the library 
should be studied before allocating re- 
sources. 
2. Go after the right objective. 
T h e  real objective may be hidden. 
What is the objective of circulation 
control? I t  could be to see where all the 
books are at any one time; to see that 
the right person has the right book at 
the right time; or to prevent loss and 
theft. Are all these circulation control 
systems and subsequent forms really 
needed? 
3. Pursue the right objective u p  to the 
point of diminishing retzirns. 
Are second notices really necessary in 
circulation control? The  notice is the 
forfeited benefit of putting that money 
elsewhere. I t  might be simpler to go and 
get the book. As to cataloging, are there 
any minutiae that may not be applicable 
to certain books? If so, then do  not note 
them, and thus save time. What about 
the length of time that a user has to wait 
for service? Does the library need more 
staff? If so, how much? If the patron has 
to wait 15 minutes, then consider extra 
staff to reduce this to five minutes, but 
not zero minutes. 
3. Recognize all the costs inuolued in a 
choice. 
For example, suppose more effective 
reference service is required. The  library 
may need better and more tools, or more 
staff. For tools-consider the cost, shelf 
space, acquisitions, cataloging, time 
value, etc. For staff-consider training, 
fringe benefits, salaries for professionals, 
phones, lunchroom load, payroll costs, 
space requirements (usually costly), 
desks, etc. These secondary and tertiary 
costs must be carefully considered. 
A cost-benefit analysis, through per- 
formance evaluation, can help produce a 
higher proportion of better decisions in 
resource allocation than can other meth- 
ods of budgeting. 
Sell the Library 
Special libraries do not exist by them- 
selves. They are linked with the organ- 
izations they serve, and the functions 
and finances of the firm will determine 
the functions and finances of the library. 
There are a number of fundamental 
points about special library administra- 
tion and budgets. The  librarian works 
with his manager to determine the scope 
and extent of library services. From this 
can come a financial plan for producing 
such services. Generally, personnel may 
be subject specialists, with library ex- 
perience. This tends to increase salaries, 
but may be offset by the fact that some 
libraries get supplies and equipment that 
will not be charged to their budget. This 
situation, of course, does not reflect the 
true operating costs of the library. Sup- 
port generally depends upon the ability 
of the librarian to convince the manager 
of the value of the service, the extent 
the library is used, and how well the 
library staff serves the personnel in the 
firm. Support, then, is directly related to 
acceptance and respect for services ren- 
dered. 
As Gordon Knapp (3) has said, "The 
budgeting process provides the librarian 
the opportunity to sell the library and 
its program to management. In budget- 
ing, it is good to consider the business 
climate. The  prestige of the library may 
be affected by the day to day contact 
with the library patrons as well as with 
supervisory personnel of equal or higher 
rank in the division of the organization." 
T o  sell the library, especially at 
budget time, statistics of use, costing of 
programs, and effectiveness of the li- 
brary in the firm's program are needed. 
Effectiveness is difficult to assess. Ex- 
isting criteria and standards are unsatis- 
factory because only some aspects of li- 
braries lend themselves to quantitative 
measurement. such as the number of 
items cataloged, ordered, or retrieved in 
a period of time. The  qualitative meas 
urement of the value of a librarv service 
such as a literature search, bibliography, 
or current awareness service is difficult to 
assess. Yet assessment is vital if it is to be 
a part of the budget, especially if the 
budget is to be cut. 
How does one evaluate the library, as- 
sess effectiveness, etc.? One way (not 
necessarily the best) is the comparative 
method (4): 
Norms: Relate existing norms for 
library collection, staff budget, and size 
to total organization size and budget. 
Use data in library directories regarding 
collection, staff and budget for compar- 
ison, basing standards on data from bet- 
ter libraries. 
Quality of Collection: Compare 
with published lists of key literature or 
citations in the library's most used jour- 
nals. Note records on library's ability to 
fill users' requests. 
Referral Sewice: Record number 
of questions handled per week, time and 
cost per question. Most important is 
percentage of questions solved in a rea- 
sonable time period. 
Performance Index: Determine ra- 
tio of material used to material re- 
quested. 
Another is to assess the impact of the 
library and staff on the research program 
and staff. A performance evaluation, 
with proper costing, a look at other 
choices, and user surveys should tell the 
library if it is heading in the right di- 
rection. From this, the librarian should 
be able to determine which programs are 
more effective or have more of an impact 
than others. But it would not necessarily 
"justify" the library. 
Preparing the Budget 
All of the above must be considered 
before actually making the budget. I t  is 
sad to report that libraries are usually 
low on the priorities list of any firm. I t  
is easy for administrators to cut budgets, 
without any understanding of what a 
library is all about, even those research 
directors who are responsible for librar- 
ies. In  assessing their own costs, Research 
Directors evaluate their budgets accord- 
ing to the number of publications writ- 
ten (publish or perish), the cost per 
patent application, sales figures, or 
formulas developed per man week. A li- 
brary, on the other hand, because it 
generates nothing tangible, is usually 
evaluated by user surveys or  comparisons 
with other libraries. The  overall result 
is that the library budget is prepared by 
the "add-a-little-bit-on-knock-a-little-bit- 
off" technique, with certain areas pad- 
ded so that some budget cuts are not 
dangerous to existence. In  many cases, 
the library is simply given some money 
and told that it must do what it can. 
The  difficulty with both of these meth- 
ods is that when the librarian really 
wants something, he cannot get it. He 
cannot show what the library has been 
doing or  what i t  can do. He  has no op- 
tions, no  cost figures, just a guess. And 
it is the same with formula budgeting. 
Basically, there are two parts to any 
budget paper. First, there is the resource 
acquisition part. This is what is given to 
the Boss in order to get money (i.e. ac- 
quire). Usually, it has some formula budg- 
eting to communicate the library's need 
for funds. Much has been written about 
this in the literature. The  second part is 
the library's own budget (the priorities 
part). This is allocating resources among 
the competing demands for them. There 
are "X" number of books to buy, to cata- 
log, to service; reference and research 
queries, etc. The  librarian cannot spend 
his time attaching each item to a formula. 
A formula can be useful as a minimum 
standard to meet, and to exceed, in get- 
ting funds. But now these funds have to 
be spent. Libraries, unfortunately, have 
unlimited objectives and limited re- 
sources. There has been little written 
about this second budget part (probably 
because of its indefinite nature or  that 
it rarely exists as a piece of paper). 
Formulas vs. Unit Costs 
Many formulas exist for budget de- 
termination (most are described in the 
articles in the bibliography). The  budget 
can be established by determining a 
fixed amount, based upon the total sales 
of a company, or based on a certain per- 
centage of the research budget, or based 
on the number of persons served. Al- 
ternatively, the budget can be based on 
the type and extent of services provided. 
PPBS analyzes the costs of such services. 
This provides management an insight 
into where funds are going, and permits 
the librarv administrator to communi- 
cate the cost of each service and plan for 
future budget requests. 
Calibre of librarv staff and their status 
depend greatly upon the extent of funds 
available to pay salaries (salaries account 
for over 50% of the budget). Equipment 
and facilities account for another large 
chunk of the budget, especially for a one 
time expense in the initial setting up of 
a library. 
But systematic budgeting by formula 
has no relation to the effectiveness of 
a library. I t  is most often used in large 
operations such as academic libraries, 
and there are acauisition formulas based 
on enrollment, importance of program, 
degrees offered, number of faculty, etc. 
Total funds may be expressed as a per- 
centage of operating expenditures (usu- 
ally 5%). For a special library, some 
interesting formulas for staffing can be 
related to potential users (such as 1 staff 
member to 100 users, less if special serv- 
ices are demanded), or as fixed amount 
of dollars per users. Books are acquired 
by a number of means: based on user re- 
quests in the past; based on totals ex- 
pended by similar types of libraries; 
based on the average cost of books in 
each subject field, with consideration to 
the totai number that may be bought; 
based on one bought for every 10 loaned; 
based on fixed amount of dollars per 
user; based on a fixed amount of dollars 
per library staff member; or based on a 
percentage for rate of annual growth 
5%-10%). 
Formula models can be used, but the 
most convincing argument for manage- 
ment is unit costs (in fine detail) to link 
time with money. These are found by 
any of the following: 
Job order cost accounting-Deter- 
mining the costs of a particular 
job order, such as a literature search; 
Process cost accounting-Determin- 
ing the cost on the basis of the 
processes the product passes 
through and knowing the unit costs 
for each process, such as cataloging; 
Cost centers-The geographical lo- 
cations or functions where costs orig- 
inate; 
Combining fixed costs (building, 
maintenance or administrative costs) 
with variable costs (cataloging, ref- 
erence and circulation); 
Cost of being ready and cost of serv- 
ices (services cost 25y0; the rest 
has been obligated before any serv- 
ice begins). 
Assembling the Budget 
The  components of a budget (pro- 
grams, activities, costs, future trends and 
probable costs, etc.) now have to be put 
together. First, there is the determina- 
tion of the work units. Then, there is the 
measurement of services. Finally, all of 
these are added up to reach the .grand 
total (assuming that there are no budg- 
etary constraints and no new ex~ensive 
services, and that the budget gas not 
been cut). But if the cut must be made, 
at  least the librarian knows where the 
cut will be least harmful. 
Originality now becomes important. 
Each library operates differently, and 
the budget document can thus vary from 
place to place. But the librarian must 
recognize that he is a manager of infor- 
mation and of people. He has mana- 
gerial responsibilities, no matter how 
slight. He is in a position to sell the li- 
brary to higher management, and there 
is no better way than through the budget. 
The  first budgetary item should be 
the mission and goals or objectives of 
the library. Then, the cost of each ac- 
tivity should be broken down, with notes 
to explain why these activities are needed 
and what will happen if they cease. Each 
operation in a library should be interre- 
lated to justify its existence. For exam- 
ple, "X" may seem unusual, but without 
it "Y" and "Z" may not exist to carry 
on. Statistics by themselves are of no 
real value; costing is a value. So what if 
the library circulated 50 items a day? 
How much does this cost on a per item 
basis? $1.00? $2.00? $0.50? If this looks 
high, then find out why. Statistics can 
be relegated to an appendix or displayed 
on a graph. I t  always helps to have some 
comparisons, and management is able to 
read curves and charts. These pictorial 
representations are easy to ex<rapolate 
for future trends. The  efficiency of a li- 
brary is related to financial support, and 
while it is difficult to quantify growths 
and regressions, this must be done. Also, 
the librarian should be prepared to pro- 
duce costs related to sole library activi- 
ties (i.e. not performed for users). This 
is usually a small percentage, but takes 
in education, travel, conferences, enter- 
taining, work done for outside users. At 
the same time. mention should be made 
of any non-library type activities that 
the librarian may be saddled with and 
could do without. Management will 
be interested in learning tha t  certain 
activities might cost more in the hands 
of the librarv than in the hands of the 
public relations area, or office services. 
The  acquisition budget should be in 
two parts, with an addendum. Part one 
will be requests for items needed to 
maintain the services performed during 
the past year at the same level. Part two 
will be requests for new services, or for 
substantial increases in the level of ex- 
isting services. Needless to say, part two 
will involve a lot of explanations and 
costing. Both parts should give the ad- 
ministrator an understanding of the ef- 
fect of budget cuts, if such cuts are to be 
made. The  addendum should be a mul- 
tiple 5-year forecast, updated each time 
the budget is submitted. Again, the li- 
brarian should have a part one and a 
part two for each of these five years. This 
will give management a view of where 
the library costs are going. Costs and 
explanations will again be needed. 
Sometimes the librarian might be able 
to put in a part three where he can 
project the library services, given unlim- 
ited funds. 
I have been purposely vague about 
physical presentation because each one 
is unique, and is based on each librari- 
an's experiences and on each librarian's 
present library situation. A budget pres- 
entation should be done whether called 
for or not. I t  is a chance to sell both the 
librarian and the library, to earn man- 
agement's respect for a professional job, 
and to do it on their terms-by costing 
effectiveness. Perhaps it can even show 
where reductions or additions are needed. 
This is particularly valuable if the li- 
brarian cannot transfer funds from one 
category (e.g. salaries) to another (e.g. 
books). 
Typically, all non-revenue producing 
areas or areas with no product to push 
are among the first to suffer cutbacks. 
The library is in this position. Library 
support is a two-way street. T o  cut back 
on library expenditures will reduce the 
effectiveness of the library in its support 
role. And, the axiom is true: that all 
firms deserve the library sewices they 
get. A good, administratively supported 
library reflects on the firm, and the firm 
deserves it. 
T o  live with an adequate budget (as- 
suming no cuts), the librarian tries to 
stay within the boundaries that he has 
set for the library. Throughout the fiscal 
year, he will need to evaluate the budget 
periodically, and take the initiative to 
make reallocations as needs dictate. If 
he has a genuine need for more funds, 
then the cost analysis, based on new 
data (such as increased outside costs), 
will support the case and he can com- 
municate this to management. There is 
no guarantee that the librarian will get 
an increase, but good management will 
at least listen and perhaps even be sym- 
pathetic, leading to more funds next 
year. But the librarian should ensure 
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that he has control or the authority to 
switch around categories of expenditures 
to reallocate funds properly. It  should 
be remembered that categories are re- 
lated to each other. For example, reduced 
acquisitions mean fewer forms, less cata- 
loging and classification, less supplies, 
less shelf space, more money for other 
items, more staff time, etc. The cause- 
and-effect relationships of priorities must 
be learned. Another tricky business is 
the type of budget requirement that 
funds be given monthly on a pro rata 
basis. This is a temporary budget cut 
when periodical renewals come up, and 
manipulations must be made. Also in 
this same category is the type of financial 
system employed, where monthly pro 
rata allotments may be common, prepay- 
ment may be denied, deposit accounts 
may not be allowed, books must have 
arrived before invoices are paid, petty 
cash may not be available, etc. This has 
some effect on the budget towards spend- 
ing policies. 
T o  make budget cuts, look at the li- 
brary's costing analysis and trim the 
least important items. Following are 
many possibilities to consider. 
Possible Budget Cuts 
General Cuts 
Eliminate all non-library activities (e.g. 
clippings, PR, recreational programs, dis- 
tribution, entertainment guides, etc.); or 
offer to assume some services, with the pro- 
vision that the library's budget will not be 
cut. 
Reduce cooperation with other libraries. 
Borrow from rather than lend to. 
Utilize a computer if a systems study 
shows that net savings would result. 
Eliminate library budget altogether, and 
put it on a billing system for the user 
branches. Service is only given to those 
areas that have library funds. 
Try to get the library shifted (administra- 
tively) to an area that seems to do well 
and .skldom gets its budget cut, etc. (e.g. 
Research?). 
Stress to users that services will deteriorate 
because of budget cuts. May be bad for 
morale all over the firm. 
Rethink the technical services area. The 
library already provides a "free" service 
for reference, etc., so why not a "free" 
service of books? It might be cheaper to 
just give an item away, especially if it is 
a paperback. 
Charge a lot of money for external use of 
library: research fees for use of facilities; 
fees for borrowing books. 
Personnel 
Reduce staff-by firing, by attrition. 
Eliminate expensive employees. Early re- 
tirement. 
I f  a vacancy occurs, (a) do not fill it. (b) 
institute gapping (the library might get 
an excellent person later). (c) go be- 
low specified qualifications. (d) reduce 
the salary level before hiring. 
Cut salaries of existing staff. Do not give 
out merit pay or reduce merit pay. 
Cut back on travel expenses. No confer- 
ences this year. 
Go on a four day week at less salary or 
work longer hours during the normal 
five day week. 
No student or summer part-time employ- 
ment. 
No Christmas bonuses. 
Reduce hours of service (e.g. open an 
hour later and close an hour earlier). 
Either (a) staff works less hours for less 
pay, or (b) a reduced staff works for Pub- 
lic Services during the open hours and 
Technical Services during the closed 
hours (e.g. banking hours). 
Replace some or all librarians by library 
technicians. 
Time and motion study of existing staff 
to see where operations can be made 
more efficient. 
Encourage sabbatical type leaves of ab- 
sences, or a straight leave for a while. 
Space 
Reduce space. Try for extensive weeding 
or cheaper storage area. 
Try to move more books out of the li- 
brary. Increase or decrease circulation 
time. 
Eliminate multiple copies. 
Use more microforms and readerlprinters 
if space is a problem. It costs more to store 
hard copy than it does microforms. 
Sell duplicates, weeded copies, and other 
materials to a used book dealer or as 
waste scrap. 
Books 
1. Shop around for a cheaper source. 
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Use more "begging letters." 
Use more interlibrary loans. 
Weed shelves if space is packed. 
Eliminate multiple copies. 
Drop the idea of a balanced book collec- 
tion. Users will not read what they do not 
want to anyway. 
Buy fewer books. Be more selective. 
Suspend acquisitions over a slack time. 
Re-order later, perhaps in bulk. Maybe 
the need was temporary. 
Offer to review books for journals or the 
local newspaper, to get review copies for 
the library. 
Periodicals 
1. Cut dubious subscriptions to certain peri- 
odicals (e.g. Time ,  Newsweek). Does the 
library really need them? Do a user sur- 
vey. Does this type of magazine end up in 
the lounge area? 
2. Cut President or some high official off the 
routing list of a marginal publication not 
directly related to the work at hand. See 
what happens, but have an explanation 
ready. 
3. More interlibrary loans to be used for 
user requests. 
4. Eliminate multiple copies. 
5. Get long term subscriptions (if the library 
can afford it now) for definitely worth- 
while periodicals. 
6. Get memberships charged to user branches, 
but have periodicals and books resulting 
from such membership revert to library. 
Use cheaper supplies, and use scrap items 
instead of new materials. 
Get other administrative areas to pay for 
office costs (e.g, regular office furniture, 
supplies, postage, photocopies, etc.). 
Cut back on publishing schedules. Drop 
an issue of accessions list now and then, 
or reduce frequency by half. 
Charge back photocopies to users' own 
budget. 
Cash Flow 
1. Do not cut the rate of spending. Hope 
for the best, that maybe things will im- 
prove before the fiscal year ends. Con- 
vince the supervisor that few expendi- 
tures occur near the end of the fiscal year. 
2. Use undated invoices towards the end of 
the year (deferred payments). Ask for a 
pro rata rate for periodicals that fall par- 
tially inside and partially outside the fis- 
cal year. Ask for partial invoices, the bal- 
ance to be paid in  the next year. 
3. Do not mail too frequently. Slow down 
the invoice processing. 
Information Resources 
1. Reduce the parameters of literature 
searches (diminishing returns). 
2. Ask for aid i n  book selection so that the 
library does not have to wade through 
countless lists. 
3. Let the users come to the library (i.e. close 
down the PR work). Be a source of infor- 
mation, do not be outward looking. 
4. Examine the effectiveness of library use 
and the needs of users. 
5. Use the telephone more or reduce the 
number of phone lines. 
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Three Pronged Approach for 
Centralized Library Services 
Pauline M. Vaillancourt 
School of Library and Information Science, 
State University of New York at Albany; Albany, N.Y. 
Sister Regina Clare Woods, O.P. 
Catholic Medical Center of Brooklyn and Queens, Inc., Jamaica, N.Y. 
A three phase program whose pur- The  authors describe the subsequent 
pose is drawing together nine small hos- initiation of a strong central library 
pita1 libraries (522-2,300 volumes) into (now 7,000 volumes) to give guidance 
a cooperative, functional unit is shown and to provide liaison to and between 
in terms that evaluate both errors and each unit of the network that was 
over-all good planning. created. 
THE CATHOLIC MEDICAL CENTER OF 
Brooklyn and Queens, Inc. (CMC) was 
incorporated in 1967 to enable the dio- 
cese of Brooklyn to continue its century- 
long concern and care for the sick and 
the poor. CMC is based on the concept 
of regional planning and, at that time, it 
encompassed six community hospitals 
and two satellite outpatient units lo- 
cated in widely diverse sections of the 
boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens. In 
addition, there were three hospital 
schools of nursing, each containing its 
own library. 
All the hospitals were accredited by 
the Joint Commission on Accreditation. 
Nine medical education programs (in- 
ternships, fellowships, and residencies) 
are approved by the Council on Medical 
Education of the American Medical As- 
sociation, and the pertinent American 
Boards of Medical Specialties. The  three 
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schools of nursing were approved by the 
National League for Nursing. The  cur- 
rent single, centralized school, designated 
The  CMC School of Nursing, is fully 
registered. 
The  philosophy for the organization 
of the hospitals into a comprehensive 
medical center and the long-range plan 
for the CMC have been reported (I). 
Essentially the philosophy is to have the 
six hospitals affiliated in a manner that 
will make the most efficient use of their 
resources of manpower and facilities. 
Centralization is the keystone of the 
operation. One innovative approach is 
to employ physicians as full-time depart- 
mental chairmen who are responsible for 
the patient care in their respective de- 
partments as they exist in each of the 
hospitals. Another approach is an in- 
creased involvement as evidenced by the 
establishment of satellite clinics, by train- 
ing neighborhood health aides, by em- 
ploying community organizers, and by 
serving deprived areas: specifically, the 
Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn 
and the low income Jamaica area. Reali- 
zation of these goals could not have been 
achieved if the administrators of the in- 
stitutions involved were not ready for 
such a move. 
Library Survey 
Shortly after the CMC became opera- 
tional, it was decided that a study of 
the library situation was mandatory. Ac- 
cordingly, Sister Mary Labour&, O.P., 
Administrative Assistant, was commis- 
sioned to do a study of the medical li- 
braries of the hospitals. Although Sister 
Mary Labour6 had no library training 
or experience, she did a detailed and 
perceptive study of the six hospitals and 
depicted results that were both startling 
and disturbing to the administration. 
Sister had served an administrative resi- 
dency as part of her Master's require- 
ment at Columbia University, School of 
Public Health and Administrative Med- 
icine. She visited the medical libraries, 
making observations and holding discus- 
sions with the individuals charged with 
the care of the library collections. She 
held conferences with the CMC medical 
chairmen to ascertain their requirements 
and their objectives relative to a hos- 
pital medical library, and she also made 
a literature survey of medical libraries 
to determine what the trends were in 
this field. 
T h e  plan she outlined established 
thirteen immediate goals and six long- 
range goals (Table 1). One of the im- 
mediate goals called for the appointment 
of a consultant to aid in setting guide- 
lines for the administrators and to help 
in setting priorities for library develop- 
ment. 
Dr. Pauline M. Vaillancourt was re- 
tained as consultant and met with the 
first CMC Library Committee on Octo- 
ber 31, 1968. This was an exploratory 
meeting attended by the key physicians 
representing CMC and its member hos- 
pitals. At the second meeting, they asked 
the consultant to re-evaluate the first 
survey, revisit the hospital libraries and 
to present her own recommendations. A 
new library committee was appointed 
with representation from each constit- 
uent hospital and from the administra- 
tive staff. 
Phase I 
The  consultant had been meeting with 
this committee and supported them in 
their decision to employ a qualified li- 
brarian to set up the CMC library. She 
had recommended Sister Regina Clare 
who was librarian at the School of Nurs- 
ing Library of Mary Immaculate Hos- 
pital, one of the units of the CMC. Sis- 
ter was appointed on July 1, 1969 and 
on September 25, 1969 the consultant's 
66-page report was presented. I t  con- 
tained 25 recommendations and an anal- 
ysis of the immediate goals as shown in 
Table 2. 
This concluded Phase I, which was 
the decision to centralize. Interest and 
cooperation in this concept had been ex- 
plored by the consultant with the di- 
rectors of these hospitals. All had ex- 
pressed genuine interest. 
Table 1. Summary of Long-Range Goals 
Projected in First Survey 
1. To research the possibilities of obtaining a 
federal grant for the construction of a cen- 
tral medical library. 
2. To explore the possibility of receiving a 
grant for training medical librarians and 
other information specialists in the health 
sciences. 
3. To develop the ability to make films. 
4. To establish a firm production laboratory 
and a closed circuit TV system. 
5. To consolidate medical and nursing librar- 
ies depending upon the disposition of the 
nursing education program. 
6. To develop a computerized communication 
network such as a teletypewriter (TWX) with 
existing resources to speed interlibrary loans 
and other information services. 
Phase I1 
Phase I1 is concepned with the im- 
plementation of housing for the new 
centralized library and the development 
of plans and policies for the ultimate 
organizational structure among the li- 
braries of the various hospital divisions 
of the CMC. Phase I1 is partially com- 
pleted but still on-going. 
The  three nursing libraries presented 
a special problem because the schools 
were to be phased out by 1971 and a sin- 
gle, unified school of nursing was to be 
established and attached to Mary Im- 
maculate Hospital and be called the 
CMC School of Nursing. This school 
became operational in September 1969. 
Nineteen recommendations, which 
crystalized and detailed aspects of cen- 
tralization, served as a pattern for buiId- 
ing the cooperative functional network 
of services that emanated from the CMC 
Library to the individual medical li- 
braries in the member hospitals. 
I t  was recommended that the Coor- 
dinator take over the Medical Library 
of the hospital (called the "hub" hos- 
pital), where the CMC administration 
was housed, establish her office there and 
render library services to the medical 
and paramedical staffs of the hospital as 
well as to the CMC staff. The  previous 
medical librarian had retired. This rec- 
ommendation was accepted even before 
the consultant's full report was made. 
All nine libraries had at least part 
time help but with varied educational 
backgrounds. In many cases the profes- 
sional library decisions were made by the 
physician on the Library Committees. 
All collections were classified but one. 
However, one used Boston Medical, two 
used Cunningham, two used Dewey, one 
used a personally created classification, 
and two used the Bellevue Nursing 
Table 2. Immediate Goals Projected in 1968, Analysis of 1969. 
IMMEDIATE GOALS 
(projected 1968) 
1. To establish a Centra.1 Medical Library. 
2. To employ aNn experienced full-time, 
trained librarian. 
3. To establish a target date for the comple- 
tion of the physical facilities. 
4. To acquire a collection of periodicals. 
5. To provide a budget. 
6. To develop an interlibrary loan system. 
7. To develop a, photocopy system. 
8. To provide records, videotapes, and audio 
tapes on a loan basis. 
9. Communication network between the Cen- 
tral Library and the hospital libraries. 
10. To establish a basic or "core" library in  
each hospitcvl (2). 
11. To develop and maintain continued com- 
munication between the Administration, 
the Planning Department, and the Medi- 
cal Chairmen in  the development of a cen- 
tralized library. 
12. To retain a consultant in the medical li- 
brary field when necessary. 
13. To explore current resources: includes new 
equipment, memberships in existing, exter- 
nal networks, and educational institutions. 
ANALYSIS 
(as of Sep 1969) 
Realized. 
Sister Regina Clare employed. 
Library Assistant also employed. 
Projected: Jan 1, 1970. 
Realized: Jul 1970. 
Started Jan 1, 1969. Also took over col- 
lection of one hospital i n  Jul 1969. 
Budget of $49,235 was approved in Moy 1969. 
Phase I started-Jul 1969. 
Phase Il-started in Jan 1970. 
Established. 
Made a long-term goal. However, audio-tape 
collection numbers over 100 cassettes. 
Telephone service activates Courier Service 
(twice a day) to  convey AV equipment and 
books, journals, etc. 
A core collection has been selected and placed. 
This has been implemented. 
Consultant was commissioned in Oct 1968 and 
is on call. 
This has been started but is an on-going proj- 
ect. 
Classification. I t  was recommended that 
all medical libraries adopt the National 
Library of Medicine Classification ( 3 )  
and subject headings (MeSH) (4). Seven 
recommendations outlined how this 
should be done. Because the Coordinator 
had the facilities, staff, and experience, 
she did all the cataloging for the medical 
libraries that were to continue in opera- 
tion. One hospital was merged with the 
"hub" hospital which ab,5orbed its pa- 
tient care load. The  library collection 
of that hospital was transferred to the 
CMC Library. The  nursing libr. '11 -' ies con- 
tinued without change because two were 
scheduled to be phased out. 
Centralization of acquisitions, bind- 
ing, and journal purchases was also ac- 
complished. One of the hospitals h:~d 
previously issued individual purchase 
orders and sevarate checks for each 
journal on order. Since there were 88 
journals re( eix ed by this lib1 ary, great 
savings were achie\etl by consolidating 
the journal list and using an agent. 
CMC Libi'iry receives all books and 
they are fully cataloged antl processed 
and then sent to the individual libraries. 
A record is kept of the location of the 
specific titles. This  means that the CMC 
Library has a Union Catalog of books 
held t1;rou~hout the tenter. In addition. 
for all books received since the inception 
of the CMC Libraly antl held by that 
library uniquely, each hospital ~&clical 
library receives a single ~ n a i n  entry card 
which is added to its records. Since the 
CMC Library receives every book that 
any division medical library may order, 
this functions as a Union Catalog of 
books. 
Each library has submitted its list of 
journals received which Ilave been meshed 
into a Union List of Serials. The  librar- 
ians routinely refer to it before going 
to outside libraries for loans. 
Phase I11 
Phase I11 constitutes the long-~ange 
ideali~ecl goals of the LMC, especially 
the continued and continual explor,~tion 
of available reaource5. For ex,~mple, 
when Sister Regina Claie p d  a cour- 
tesy visit to the library of York College 
of the City University of New York 
(CUNY), she observed medical journals 
among their holdings and inquired into 
their readership in an essentially Liberal 
Arts College. This led to an introduc- 
tion to the Dean of the Division of Nat- 
ural Sciences antl Mathematics with the 
invitation to the Department and its 
Faculty to use the CMC kletlical Library 
facilities. A memo to that effect was re- 
leased by the Dean and within six weeks 
contacts had been established between 
York College and the CAIC Medical 
Library. Among the users is a physicist, 
a prominent author, who is using the li- 
brary for the literature needs of his latest 
research project. The  visit was intended 
to be a cooperative, goodwill gesture to- 
ward York College which is one of the 
newest of the CUNY Colleges, located 
in Jamaica in an effort to serve con- 
veniently local underprivileged students. 
Other Phase 111 goals that were en- 
visioned but not realized were numbers 
1 and 2 (Table 1 )  relating to grants. 
In December 1970, the Cl IC had ap- 
plied for a grant to form an Audio-Vis- 
ual Center and to complete a Union List, 
which, though not funded, served as an 
excellent exercise for constructive think- 
ing about future plans. I t  is felt that 
within a few years the library may well 
serve as a place where meaningful re- 
search may be located and that funding 
should be sought at a later date for a 
specific research project or projects. 
Goals 3 and 4 were not considered 
feasible as a library operation although 
the library might well control distribu- 
tion of tapes, films and videotapes. 
Another foreseeable goal for Phase 
I11 is the consolidation of the CMC Med- 
ical Library antl the new CMC School 
of Nursing Library to achieve economy 
of staff, space, book and journal re- 
sources and to afford the School of Nurs- 
ing access to audio-visual materials which 
it does not have currently. Among the 
added services the library provides pho- 
tocopies, quarterly acquisition lists and 
library news briefs, interlibrary loans 
and MEDLARS Searches, and weekly 
showing of films. 
Number 6 concerning T W X  is a vi- 
able goal. 
Finally, the educational experience of 
the library staff should be enhanced. 
While the staff previously did not take 
part in professional meetings, with the 
advent of the network, they have been 
encouraged and urged to do so. Funds 
have been provided by the member hos- 
pitals and by the CMC for attendance at 
local meetings, for membership dues, and 
for travel expenses to workshops and 
meetings. The  staff has taken advantage 
of this. However, while in-service training 
sessions have been started, there is need 
for more formal in-house education ses- 
sions which might also be opened to the 
community by making them available to 
the librarians of the neighboring hospi- 
tals. 
Summary 
The  realization of centralization in such 
a unique setting, as that of the CNC, has 
been a challenge. Of the nine libraries 
there now exists a network of four strong 
medical libraries and one nursing li- 
brary. Both hospitals and libraries have 
been strengthened by consolidation, by 
effective utilization of personnel and 
equipment, and by economy achieved 
through centralization of various serv- 
ices. 
Economy to the community of librar- 
ies has been achieved by having hospi- 
tal libraries turn first to each other be- 
fore turning to the large medical librar- 
ies of the region. In the case of the li- 
braries, the guidance from CMC's Li- 
brary Coordinator has promoted this 
concept of unity and service. 
However, in regard to both hospitals 
and the library network, the greater 
gain has been in enrichment of service 
and in creation of many new diversified 
services in the field of health science. 
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Commentary on 
Library   ducat ion 
Pauline Atherton's suggestions (SL, Jan 
1972, p.31-36) for changes in  library educa- 
tion merit careful attention from library 
schools, although they may be last to concede 
that radical alterations in training for librar- 
ianship are very much overdue. 
T h e  first of Atherton's several proposals, 
however, seems unworkable. I t  suggests a 
new admissions procedure "to determine if 
the student has the potential to develop in 
professional competence and take his full re- 
sponsibility as a librarian." This  determina- 
tion would apparently be made ~ r i m a r i l y  on 
the basis of interviews by practicing librar- 
ians, faculty members, and students at  the li- 
brary school. T h e  interviews "would be de- 
signed to determine the enrollee's independ- 
ence of thought, intelligence, and potential 
competence as a professional librarian." 
Unfortunately, well-documented cases in  
fields other than librarianship indicate that 
interviews by supposedly qualified persons 
are not successful in determining these things. 
Consider, for instance, the admissions pro- 
cedure followed by the London School of 
Economics (I): 
Prospective students were interviewed 
along the traditional lines by a Senior 
Tutor ,  with special attention to the like- 
lihood, on personal and intellectual 
grounds, of their succeeding in completing 
their courses. This  interview determined 
their acceptance or  rejection. Those ac- 
cepted were also given psychological tests 
(Z), the results of which were not made 
known to anyone until the students in 
question had either graduated (with good 
or poor honors) or failed. Predictions 
made by the interviewers (all very experi- 
enced at  the job) had zero predictive ac- 
curacy. T h e  tests predicted future success 
quite well. Actually, the accuracy of the 
interview was probably much lower than 
zero, i.e. negative; interviewers had avail- 
able headmasters' reports and other ma- 
terial about the candidate's past career, as 
well as some essays he  had written, and 
this material by itself gave quite a reason- 
able prediction, although not as good as 
the I Q  tests. T h e  interview by itself must 
have lowered the predictive value of all 
the material available to the interviewer 
until  a zero prediction accuracy was 
reached; thus the value of the interview 
as such must be assessed as being roughly 
-0.3 in  terms of correlation with termi- 
nal performance. (It is hardly necessary 
to tell the reader that as a consequence 
the LSE refused to have any truck with 
I Q  tests, and continued the demonstrably 
useless interviewing procedure.) 
My experience, and I believe that of most 
librarians, has been that job interviews are 
not consistently accurate in  predicting the 
performance of prospective library employ- 
ees. We have all encountered the applicant 
who made a n  outstanding impression during 
the interview, and proved to be less than 
competent on the job. 
I t  would seem preferable to continue giv- 
ing the greatest weight in  making decisions 
about admission to the applicant's transcript, 
performance on standardized tests of intelli- 
gence and academic competence, and recom- 
mendations from professors and employers. 
Atherton's suggestion that the admissions 
procedure also include two months of actual 
library work is a good beginning, but prob- 
ably does not go far enough. Library schools 
(and new librarians) might encounter fewer 
disappointments if applicants were required, 
o r  a t  least strongly encouraged, to obtain a 
minimum of a year's work experience at  the 
pre-professional level before entering gradu- 
ate school. This  would provide the practical 
knowledge of elementary library work which 
should not be properly transmitted in a grad- 
uate-level classroom. In  addition to gaining 
better-prepared applicants, admissions com- 
mittees would have employers' evaluations 
of how they performed in real library situ- 
ations over a period of months. These should 
be considerably more illuminating than in- 
terviews. 
This  is not to suggest that interviews of 
library school applicants be completely elimi- 
nated; if only by providing face-to-face con- 
frontations between students and faculty, 
they serve a purpose. However, one doubts 
that they would work satisfactorily in the 
way which Atherton proposes. I t  would seem 
suitable for some research-oriented library 
school to make the experiment, though, with 
a test group and a control group, to deter- 
mine just how competent their interviewers 
really are! 
Edith M. Bjorklund 
T h e  University of Wisconsin- 
Milwaukee Library 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 
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T h e  results of the London School of Eco- 
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check, in  my opinion, than a single person's 
interview report and an exam. 
I did not mean to rule out the usual data 
collected for admissions, but meant to insert 
some methods for better prediction. 
Bjorklund is right to conclude that some 
library school should try both methods and 
test the results. 
Pauline Atherton 
Syracuse University 
School of Library Science 
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sla news 
Actions of the Board of Directors 
The  Board of Directors held its Fall Meet- 
ing Oct 5-7, 1972 at the Gramercy Park 
Hotel in New York City. Board members 
met Wednesday and Thursday evenings, Oct 
4 & 5, to hold discussion sessions to identify 
a Positive Action Program and to consider 
matters pertaining to copyright. 
The  Board visited the Association's New 
York Offices to familiarize themselves with 
headquarters operations and to meet mem- 
bers of the staff. 
General Fund Budget-The Board approved 
the General Fund Budget for FY 1973 (page 
536). 
Chapter and Division Allotments-The 
Board approved the recommendation of the 
CLO and D L 0  for allotments for FY 1973 
to be paid at the same rate as last year. 
Chapter allotments of $8.00 per member per 
year and Division allotments of $2.00 per 
member per year will be paid by the Asso- 
ciation in 1973 for all member categories 
except Student Members. Payments, based 
on the Dec 31, 1972 membership count, will 
be mailed about mid-February. 
Positive Action Program 
As a result of Board and Advisory Council 
discussion in June, President Strable ap- 
pointed a committee of the Board to deter- 
mine ways in which a Positive Action Pro- 
gram may be carried out to promote careers 
in special librarianship within minority 
groups and the disadvantaged. The  Board 
met with Peter Chen, Assistant to the Director 
to coordinate the Positive Action Program, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory (Upton, 
Long Island, New York) for this purpose. 
New Chapters-A European Chapter was ap- 
proved. The  Chapter's geographical boun- 
daries include: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 
Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, 
France, Great Britain, Greece, Ireland, Italy, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey. 
Antonie L. Baker (Special Services Library, 
Munich, McGraw Kaserne, c/o APO New 
York 09407) is Chapter president. 
A Kentucky Provisional Chapter was ap- 
proved. Marian S. Veath (General Electric 
Company Library, Appliance Park, Louis- 
ville, Kentucky 40225) is president. 
New Division-A Physics-Astronomy-Mathe- 
matics Provisional Division was approved. 
John W. Weigel, I1 (University of Michigan, 
Physics-Astronomy Library, Ann Arbor, Mich- 
igan) is chairman. 
1973 Salary Survey-Advisory Council discus- 
sion at the 1972 Winter Meeting resulted in a 
Council recommendation that an SLA Salary 
Survey be undertaken every three years. 
Since the latest survey was conducted in 
1970, the Board approved $8,000 for a 1973 
Salary Survey. 
The  Board adopted the Committee's proposed 
policy statement on a Positive Action Pro- 
gram for the Association: 
T h e  Special Libraries Association endorses 
a Positive Action Program relating to  mi- 
nority groups and to the disadvantaged. Th i s  
program shall involve all units of the Asso- 
ciation and shall be directed by a committee 
called the Committee o n  Positive Action 
(contd. p.536) 
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General Fund Budget (Summary) January I-Dec 31, 1973 
Dues & Fees 
Less Allotments paid to 
Chapters and Divisions 
Net Dues & Fees 
INCOME 
Net Dues & Fees 
Periodicals Programs 
Special Libraries Rrogram 
(Net) (1 2,900) 
Scientific Meetings Program 
(Net) 3,700 
Technical Book Review lndex 
Program (Net) 5,600 
Periodicals Programs (Net) 
Conference Program (Net) 
Education Program (Net) 
Promotion Program (Net) 
Interest lncome 
EXPENSES, GENERAL OPERATIONS 
Other 1 4000 
lncome for General Fund 
Expenses of General Fund 
Anticipated Excess lncome 
Over Expenses 
Transfer to Reserve Fund 
Salaries & Wages 
Employee Benefits 
Ofice Services 
Occupancy Costs 
Professional Fees & Services 
Travel 
Member Services 
Bank Charges 
Miscellaneous 
I RS 
Salary Survey 
Research 
Contingency 
Less Reduction of Costs for $254,500 Overhead of other Funds 
250,s 00 and Programs 
Expenses of General Fund 
$ 3,700 
(2,000) 
Gross Income 
Because the program budget does not really 
indicate total SLA income, anticipated gross income 
for FY 1973 follows: 
Dues & Fees $242,500 
Periodicals Programs (Subscriptions 
and Advertising) 
Special Libraries 98,100 
Scientific Meetings 19,300 
Technical Book Review lndex 29,200 
Total 146,600 
Conference (Exhibit Booths, Program 
Advertising and Registration Fees) 91,400 
Education Program 9,000 
Promotion Program 1,000 
l nterest 8,000 
Other 14,000 
Gross Income $51 2,500 
(Positive Action Program 
contd. from p.535) 
Program for Minority Groups and the Dis- 
advantaged. 
A Positive Action Program is defined as 
one that commits the Association to a variety 
of activities that will encourage and assist 
members of minority groups and the disad- 
vantaged in entering and advancing in the 
field of special librarianship and information 
service. Examples of activities include public 
relations, scholarship programs, publishing, 
recruitment and encouraging membership i n  
the Association. 
This  Committee will be charged with the 
responsibility of planning a Positive Action 
Program, directing the development of the 
program, and with monitoring the progress 
of the various phases of the program. The  
Committee will report to the Board of Di- 
rectors at its Winter Meetings and at the 
Annual Conferences. 
Revision of the Copyright Law 
The Chairman of the Senate Subcommit- 
tee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights, 
Senator John L. McClellan, has announced 
that it is now feasible for the Senate to re- 
sume active consideration of legislation for 
general revision of the copyright law in the 
93rd Congress (Jan 1973). It is(hoped that 
the Subcommittee can limit its further con- 
sideration to issues where there have been 
significant developments since Dec 1969. 
In 1969, special provisions were added to 
Section 108 of the bill, concerning library 
photocopying. The  Subcommittee is now 
particularly interested in new testimony re- 
lating to library photocopying. 
The SLA Board has asked William North, 
in cooperation with SLA's Copyright Com- 
mittee (chairman, Jack Ellenberger), to rep- 
resent SLA in the negotiations relating to re- 
vision of Sections 106, 107 and 108 in the pro- 
posed draft of the new copyright law: Section 
106 (Exclusive Rights in Copyrighted Work); 
Section 107 (Limitations on Exclusive Rights: 
Fair Use); Section 108 (Limitations on Ex- 
clusive Rights: Reproduction by Libraries 
and Archives). The  Committee is now work- 
ing to present its views to the Subcommittee. 
one-point of concern is whether the draft 
law as now written applies to private li- 
braries or libraries in for-profit organizations 
as well as to those open to the public. 
SLA on Copyright 
At the SLA Board meetine: in Tune 1972 Librarian Reaction 
" .. 
the Board of Directors reaffirmed its position 
on copyright in a Position Paper on Library 
Photocopying. That  statement, which affirms 
the concept of "fair use," appeared in Spe- 
cial Libraries 63(no.7): p.338 (Jul 1972). 
At the October meetings, to emphasize the 
Association's ~os i t ion  on the "fair use" Dro- 
vision in copyright as applied to the As- 
sociation's own publications, the Board 
accepted the recommendation that the fol- 
lowing statement appear with the copyright 
statement in Special Libraries and Scientific 
Meetings: 
"Material protected by this copyright may be 
photocopied for the noncommercial purpose 
of scholarship or research." 
Williams & Wilkins Statement 
In June, Williams & Wilkins had issued 
"A Statement to Librarians from the Wil- 
liams & Wilkins Company." This Statement 
announced that, as a result of the report 
handed down by Court of Claims Commis- 
sioner James F. Davis on Feb 16, 1972, Wil- 
liams & Wilkins would, beginning with the 
1973 volumes, charge new, higher institu- 
tional subscription rates for its journals. 
These higher rates would provide an auto- 
matic license to make single-copy photocopies 
of articles for library patrons but not for 
other institutions or for fulfilling interlibrary 
loans. A five-cents-per-page fee would be 
charged for photocopying to fulfill interli- 
brary loans. 
In response to this Statement and to li- 
brarians seeking advice in considering their 
journal renewals, ALA published its official 
reaction in the ALA Washington Newsletter 
24(no.8): p.2 (Aug 11, 1972). The  ALA state- 
ment noted that: 
"First, a number of leading libraries have 
individually determined that they will not  
renew their subscriptions at the Special Zn- 
stitutional Rate; 
"Second, Williams & Wilkins' assertion 
that 'a license such as that i n  the institu- 
tional subscription rate is a legal require- 
ment' is based o n  a Commissioner's Report 
and is not,  t o  date, the decision of the Court 
of Claims; 
"Third, the propriety of the Commis- 
sioner's Report is being strenuously con- 
tested in  the Court of Claims . . .; 
"Fourth, libraries in  which copies are 
made o n  coin-operated photocopiers not un-  
der library supervision and control, derive 
substantially n o  protection which they d o  
not already enjoy-under  the license 
by the Institutional Subscription Rate; 
"Fifth, general acceptance of the 'use tax' 
concept of the Williams & Wilkins  Institu- 
tional Subscription Rate may reasonably be 
expected to  encourage other journal pub- 
lishers to  levy their own 'use taxes' at ever- 
increasing rates; 
"Sixth, the Institutional Subscription Rate  
does not authorize copies for interlibrary 
loans and thus contemplates a continuing 
and rigorous restriction-on access to  scho: 
arly materials contained i n  Williams 6. Wil -  
kins' publications. 
"Each library must decide for itself whether 
it will pay a premium for Williams G Wil -  
kins' works notzc~ithstanding the significant 
limits imposed o n  their use, and on the ac- 
cess to  them,  by the Znstitutional Subscrip- 
tion Rate." 
Shortly thereafter, the following appeared 
in the SUNY Upstate Medical Center Li- 
brary Bulletin 12(nos.8-9): p.93-94 (Aug- 
Sep 1972): 
" T h e  copyright problem resulting from 
Williams and Wilk ins  suit against the Na-  
tional Library of Medicine and the National 
Institutes of Health Library took on new 
proportions when Williams and Wilk ins  
notified libraries that the subscription price 
o n  some of its journals would be raised to 
license libraries to  make photocopies of in- 
dividual articles for library users o n  the 
premises but  not for interlibrary loan. Ac- 
ceptance of such a licensing agreement would 
impose enormous charges o n  the library and 
would, i n  all likelihood, reduce or eliminate 
the interlibrary exchange of photocopies for 
individuals or for libraries. T h e  S U N Y  Cen- 
tral Of i ce  legal counsel has advised us to  
place a moratorium on all renewals of W i l -  
liams and Wilk ins  publications pending 
clarification of the issues involved. Some 
fourteen professional associations have al- 
lowed their oficial organs to  be used in  this 
test issue and all members of the faculty are 
urged t o  voice their opinions regarding this 
practice to  their professional bodies. T h e y  
include: American Society for Pharmacology 
and Experimental Therapeutics, American 
Gastroenterolo~ical Associa tion. Histochem- 
0 
ical Society, dmerican Association of Im-  
munologists, Society for Investigative Derma- 
tology, American Association for Surgery of 
Trauma,  American Urological Association, 
International Academy of Pathology, Inter- 
national Pediatric Research Foundation, 
American Society of Plastic and Reconstruc- 
tive Surgery, American Association of Plastic 
 urgeo on;, American Society of Radiologic 
Technologists, Biological Stain Commission 
and Transplnntatiorz Society. 
"Al l  of the major national library associa- 
tions have u r g ~ d  libraries not to  accede o n  
this point, and to  wait until  a decision is 
arrived at i n  the courts regarding the initial 
lawsuit. 
"Copyright law is currently being rewrit- 
ten  i n  Congress, and unless the issues in- 
volved i n  the present suit are resolved in  
favor of the author rather than the pub- 
lisher, many journals may well disappear 
from lzbraries. One  solution t o  the problem 
would be for authors to  retain the copyright 
to  their work or to  publish in  journals and 
for associations which will allow the flow of 
information to proceed without inhibiting 
charges." 
As a follow-un to that renort a letter from 
the American Association of Immunologists 
indicated that the Society had no knowledge 
of Williams & Wilkins' plan to charge an in- 
stitutional rate for the Society's official organ, 
T h e  Journal of Irnmunology. 
The advice of the Medical Library Asso- 
ciation on this matter was reprinted in Spe- 
cial Libraries 63(nos.5/6): p.276-277 (May/ 
Jun 1972). An analysis by a member of SL4's 
Copyright Committee appears in that same 
issue (p.275-276). 
In general, librarians felt that if they sub- 
scribed to the journals with the higher rate 
and license to photocopy, they would be con- 
ceding the publisher's right to charge for 
copying. 
New Williams 8c Wilkins Arrangement 
In  early October Williams & Wilkins is- 
sued a letter stating that after consideration 
of the misunderstandings caused by their new 
institutional rate to include a license to 
photocopy, they would maintain the new 
higher rate but it would not be related to 
any such license. Their statement is as fol- 
lows: 
"To OUR CUSTOMERS A N D  FRIENDS: 
"After many discussions wi th  librarians, 
administrators, scientists, and scholars, T h e  
Williams 6. Wilkins  Co. has arrived at a n  
nrrangement concerning the photocopying of 
copyrighted material which we hope you and 
the rest of your library stafl will find appro- 
priate. 
"First, let U S  say that we have been pub- 
lishing medical journals since 1909 and it is 
our  hope and intention t o  continue doing so 
for as long as we are able. I n  most instances, 
the journals we publish have made modest 
earnings for their societies as well as a fair 
margin of profit for T h e  Williams 6. Wilkins  
Company. This ,  we feel, is a l;,zconable and 
proper situation. W e  also feel, and have al- 
ways felt, that our function as publishers 
is i n  important and necessary one to the 
rapid dissemination of scientific information. 
Neither the medical society nor T h e  Wi l -  
liams 6. Wilkins Company is in  the publica- 
tion business to make a quick killing or ex- 
orbitant profits. But as publishers and busi- 
nessmen, we would be remiss if we did not 
consider all the factors that influence the 
economic viability of our journals. For when 
this economic viability is threatened, so too 
is the very existence of the journals and 
their role in  the spreading of vital medical 
and scientific information.-over a period of 
time, an exhaustive analysis of the situation 
convinced us that uncompensated photo- 
copying could lead to the demise of the sci- 
enlific journal as we know it. W e  did not, 
and d o  not, wish to discourage scholars and 
physicians from photocopying journal ar- 
ticles. I n  fact, we encourage this as a most 
logical and practical method of disseminat- 
ing information. It is our contention, how- 
ever, that the costs of the journal must be 
spread equitably among all its users to offset 
the losses i n  revenue due to dwindling sub- 
scriptions. 
W&W VERSUS THE UNITED STATES 
" T o  establish this principle, we eventually 
found it necessary to bring suit against the 
federal government. I n  February 1972, Com- 
missioner James Davis of the U.S. Court of 
Claims ruled in  favor of the Williams 6. Wil-  
kins Co., thereby upholding our contention 
that rue are entitled to  'reasonable and en- 
tire compensation for infringement of copy- 
rights.' Our action following this decision 
has been consistent with our long term ob- 
jectives, which are to continue publishing 
journals and thereby serve the scientific com- 
munity, while earning revenue for their so- 
cieties and a reasonable profit for ourselves. 
"Instead of resolving the copyright situa- 
tion, however, Commissioner Davis's ruling 
seemed only to generate hostility and con- 
fusion. Part of this confusion, wk must con- 
fess, was brought about as a result of our 
own action. Since we deemed it desirable to  
implement the ruling as soon as possible, 
T h e  Williams 6. Wilkins Co. established a 
plan that would spread the cost of our jour- 
nals among all of their users while continu- 
ing to allow the unimpeded flow of knowl- 
edge. As yo-wm.know, our plan called for a 
modest rise i n  the journal subscription rate 
to institutions which would include a repro- 
duction license. I n  return for this license- 
which, incidentally, averaged less than four 
dollars for the 56 year term of the copyright 
-we proposed to allow unlimited single- 
copy reproduction of all articles, current and 
past, in  journals Published by the Williams 
& Wilkins Co. carrying an institutional rate. 
(For a complete list of these journals, please 
see enclosure.) I n  addition, the plan called 
for a five-cents-per-page fee for interlibrary 
loan reproductions. Since it is our position 
that a Commissioner's ruling, unless reversed, 
has the full weight of law, it seemed logical 
that we proceed from his decision by request- 
ing that the institutional reproduction fee 
be paid. Perhaps naively, we did not antici- 
pate the strenuous objections by some seg- 
ments of your library community. Until the 
government's appeal has been processed, it 
is their contention that the ruling does not 
have the weight of law and that compliance 
with our new procedures would imply ac- 
ceptance of our position. 
REACTION TO THE PROPOSAL 
" T o  further complicate the situation, dur- 
ing the months following our proposed plan 
announcement, much confusion and conflict- 
ing reports circulated as to  our intentions. 
Some exaggerated charges stated that our 
subscription rates would soar to four or five 
times what they are at present; it was charged 
that burdensome bookkeeping would be re- 
quired by librarians; some claimed that we 
even wished to curtail the practice of photo- 
copying altogether. As a result of these 
charges, an  atmosphere of distrust was cre- 
ated with both sides maintaining that they 
could not compromise their legal positions. 
I n  a letter to T h e  Williams 6. Wilkins Co. of 
July 31, 1972, T h e  National Library of Med- 
icine stated that it is its position that it  
would accede to a rise in  price based on an 
institutional rate to all libraries, great and 
small, but could not accept the implication 
that a license for photocopying is necessary. 
THE SOLUTION 
"In  order to allow the NLM and all li- 
braries to subscribe to W&W journals at in- 
creased rates and include them in  Index 
Medicus, we now accept the NIH-NLM posi- 
tion. Our new institutional rates, which we 
shall continue to request, shall have n o  con- 
nection whatever with a license to photo- 
copy, implied or otherwise. I n  short, libraries 
may continue to supply their users with roy- 
alty-free, single-copy reproductions of W&W 
journal articles as they have done in the 
past. 
"As stated many times, we have no  desire 
to obstruct the dissemination of scientific in- 
formation between library and scholar, which 
would certainly be the result of cancellation 
of subscriptions. Further, in  the same spirit, 
we are, again without prejudice, withdraw- 
ing our proposal for the five-cents-per-page 
inter-library loan fee until the appeal of our 
case has been heard. I n  the meantime, we 
hope to work with libraries in an eflort to  
develop a solution which will be mutually 
acceptable. Both of these concessions have 
been made with a sincere desire to see that 
there is no  interruption whatever to the 
flow of scientific information between yo21 
and your patrons which would result from 
subscription cancellations. W e  are sure this 
desire coincides with your own objectives, 
" T o  facilitate greater cooperation, please 
feel free to call Mrs. Andrea Albrecht col- 
lect, c / o  T h e  Williams 6. Wilkins Company, 
with any questions, comments, or suggestions 
yo21 may have. 
Sincerely, 
WILLIAM M. PASSANO 
Chairman of the Board" 
Shortly thereafter, Marcel Dekker, Inc. is- 
sued a similar statement announcing that 
they would maintain the new highe; rates 
for 1973 as announced but that no license 
for photocopying would be involved. Also, 
like Williams & Wilkins, Dekker is with- 
drawing their proposal for the five-cents-per-, 
page reproduction fee. 
This is the situation as it stands as of this 
writing. 
Where Does SLA Stand? 
Special Libraries Association has con- 
tinued to be concerned about the copyright 
case as it affects photocopying. 
In 1970. the SLA Board voted to join ALA 
as amicus curiae in the original court case of 
Williams & Wilkins vs. National Library of 
Medicine and National Institutes of Health. 
As reported above, SLA re-affirmed the 
"fair use" provision at its June 1972 Board 
meeting. 
Since then SLA has continued communica- 
tion with William North, ALA counsel, re- 
garding SLA's amicus brief in the Williams & 
Wilkins matter. 
It must be determined whether the entire 
case covers for-profit libraries in addition to 
not-for-profit (or, even more narrowly, only 
governmental) libraries. 
vistas 
Standard for 
Technical Report Numbering 
Following is the text of the proposed 
American National Standard for  Technical 
Report Numbering. T h e  proposed standard 
is now being circulated for comment by ANSI  
Committee 2-39. Comments may be addressed 
t o  the Chairman of the subcommittee: Don- 
ald P. Hammer, Associate Director, Library 
6. Information Systems, University of Massa- 
chusetts Library, Amherst, Mass. 01002. 
1. Purpose 
The purpose of this standard is to provide 
a uniform format for the creation of unique 
but compatible technical report numbers. 
The  use of this standard will enable issuing 
organizations to assign numbers to their re- 
ports that will be compatible in format with 
those assigned by others. Indexing services 
will be able to provide lists of technical re- 
ports by number without confusion. Simi- 
larly, libraries, information centers, and other 
technical report users will be able to locate 
and to easily organize the literature accord- 
ing to a consistent and accepted pattern. 
The  standard will also enable users to cite 
and reference reports efficiently and accu- 
rately. 
It is intended that the numbering stand- 
ard will be used with all technical reports, 
including those produced on nonprint media. 
2. Definitions 
2.1 For the purposes of this standard a 
technical report is any form of technical lit- 
erature issued separately that is not covered 
by another standard numbering system. 
2.1.1 A report number is the complete for- 
matted alphanumeric designation that is 
usually the primary means of identifying a 
report. 
2.1.2 A report code is that portion of the 
report number that designates the issuing or 
controlling organization, or, in some cases, 
a personal author or special series. 
3. Report Number Description 
3.1 Format The format of the standard 
technical report number is as follows: 
Example shows maximum length. 
Group Separators 
3.1.1 Group I, the first group of characters, 
the code portion of the number, shall consist 
of a minimum of two and a maximum of 
eight characters, and shall designate the is- 
suing agency or corporate author and may 
designate a subdivision or, in some cases, a 
personal author or a special series. In lieu of 
a subdivision, a functional series designator, 
such as TR-(technical report), TN-(tech- 
nical note), SR-(special report), etc., may 
be used. The  first character of this group 
shall be an upper case letter and the remain- 
ing seven may be alphabetic or numeric. One 
character only may be a slash. The  slash is a 
floating character whose purpose is to sepa- 
rate the subdivision or series from the pri- 
mary body of the code. It may occur in any 
position from third through seventh as ap- 
propriate. Its absence indicates that no ex- 
pression of subdivision or series is intended. 
3.1.2 The next character, third through 
ninth depending on the length of Group I, 
is a hyphen and serves as a field separator. 
3.1.3 Group I1 consists of the last two 
digits of the year of publication. 
3.1.4 The next character, a hyphen, is a 
group separator. 
3.1.5 Group 111, the remaining one to 
four characters, is reserved for a sequential 
number consisting of Arabic numbers only. 
3.1.6 The three groups described above 
constitute the standard report number, and 
all three parts must be present in every num- 
ber.* 
* A country code can be prefixed to the number, 
if that information is deemed necessary at some 
future time, but it is not a part of the present 
standard format. 
3.1.7 The LocaL.Suffix is an optional field 
in which any additional information desired 
by the issuing organization can be indicated. 
I t  is not a part of the standard number and 
may be of i n y  length and include any type 
of characters needed. I t  can indicate type of 
publication, type of nonprint media, series, 
in-house number, subject, language, etc. 
When a suffix is used, it shall be enclosed 
with parentheses and follow the sequential 
number (Group 111). 
4. Characteristics of the Report Number 
4.1 The number must be unique identifi- 
cation for a given report and shall be as- 
signed to one report only. Each volume or 
part of a multi-volumed report shall be as- 
signed a unique report number, and, if pos- 
sible, the numbers should be consecutive. 
4.1.1 The number shall appear on the 
cover and on the title page of the original 
document, or in a prominent position on 
nonprint media, and on all copies of that 
document as ~rovided by 239.--197 1. 
COMING EVENTS 
Nov 19-21. "User Characteristics and Needs" 
. . . at Airlie House, Warrenton, Va. Gen- 
eral Working Seminar on National Science 
Computer Network. Dec 10-12-"Organiza- 
tional matters"; Jan 7-9-"Operations and 
Funding." For information: H. Eugene Kess- 
ler, EDUCOM (Interuniversity Communica- 
tions Council, Inc.), Princeton, NJ 08540. 
Dec 5-7. FJCC . . . in the Anaheim Con- 
vention Center, Anaheim, Calif. Contact: 
AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Montvale, NJ 
07645. 
Dec 14-16. COINS-72, The Fourth Interna- 
tional Symposium on Computer and Infor- 
mation Science . . . at Americana Hotel, 
Miami Beach, Fla. Contact: COINS-72, Cen- 
ter for Information Research, 339 Larsen 
Hall, University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla. 
3260 1. 
Jan 9-11. Sixth Hawaii International Con- 
ference on Systems Sciences . . . at Univer- 
sity of Hawaii, Honolulu. Contact: Bharat 
Kinariwala, University of Hawaii. 
4.1.2 The number shall be regarded as a 
permanent assignment and shall never be 
changed or altered. 
5. Application 
5.1 Centralized Authority A centralized 
authority shall monitor the system in gen- 
eral and coordinate the assignment of unique 
report codes. I t  shall maintain a registry of 
code assignments, supply as requested infor- 
mation about previous assignments, and pro- 
mote the assignment and use of the number- 
ing standard. 
5.1.1 Assignment and Dissemination The 
assignment of unique technical report num- 
bers is the function of each independent is- 
suing agency or corporate body. The issuing 
organization shall present its code assign- 
ments to the centralized authority for ap- 
proval in order to prevent duplication, and 
it shall request the registration by the cen- 
tralized authority of the approved assign- 
ments. 
Jan 17-19. National Microfilm Association, 
mid-winter meeting . . . at Del Webb Towne 
House, Phoenix, Arizona. For information: 
NMA, 8728 Colesville Rd., Silver Spring, MD 
20910. 
Jan 25-26. Computer-Based Operations Re- 
search Institute . . . at Embassy Row Ho- 
tel, Washington, D.C. Contact: The LARC 
Association, P.O. Box 27235, Tempe, Ari- 
zona 85282. 
Jan 25-27. SLA Winter Meeting . . . at 
Fairmont-Mayo, Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
Feb 1-3. Symposium on Library Systems 
Analysis . . . at Schrafft's Sandpiper Resort 
Inn, St. Petersburg Beach, Florida. Sponsor: 
Florida Chapter, SLA. Contact Mrs. Joan 
Baurer, librarian, Florida Power Corpora- 
tion, P.O. Box 14042, St. Petersburg, Florida 
33733. 
Feb 27-Mar 1. COMPCON '73 . . . in San 
Francisco, IEEE Computer Society. Contact: 
S. Fernbach, Lawrence Livermore Lab., P.O. 
Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550. 
For Future Meetings of Library Associations, 
see Special Libraries 63(no.7):p.361 (Jul 1972). 
REVIEWS 
Scientific and Technical Libraries: Their Or- 
ganization and Administration, by L. J. Strauss, 
I. M. Shreve and A. L. Brown. Second edition. 
New York, Becker and Hayes, 1972. 450p. $14.95. 
There are very few books which attempt to 
describe the operations of the special library. 
This latest edition of Scientific and Technical 
Libraries, an important addition to the litera- 
ture on special libraries, attempts to cover all 
the aspects of organizing and operating a scien- 
tific or technical special library. I can think of 
no other book which can compare to the com- 
prehensiveness of this one in the field of special 
libraries. 
Since this book attempts to cover so much, it 
is burdened in trying to achieve a minimum 
level of coverage for all the operations it men- 
tions. There is no way to be as detailed about 
all the library functions within the limits the 
authors set for themselves. 
There is a liberal use of citations to pub- 
lished literature in the text portion. These ci- 
tations can provide the depth which the book 
does not attempt. 
One aspect of the book which seemed un- 
necessary is the seemingly endless subject bib- 
liographies included in the Appendix. Eighty- 
two pages, or nearly 20% of the book, are de- 
voted to these subject bibliographies. Another 
Guidelines for Library Automation: A Hand- 
book for Federal and Other Libraries, by B. E. 
Markuson, J. Wanger, S. Schatz and D .V. Black. 
Santa Monica, Calif., System Development Corp., 
1972. 401p. $12.50. 
This book presents practical directions on 
how to automate the library. Two other books 
which have the same function are Library Sys- 
tems Analysis Guidelines by E .  A. Chapman 
and others, and Handbook of Data Processing 
for Libraries by R. M .  Hayes and J. Becker, 
both published in 1970. 
The aim of these three books is to provide 
help to the librarian who is planning to auto- 
mate a library activity. They all contain sam- 
ple worksheets and flow charts. Without mak- 
ing an exhaustive content analysis of the three 
books, this reviewer favors the book published 
by SDC as the best. These authors seem to 
speak with more experience from viewing many 
automated operating library systems. I also 
felt more at home with their opinions about 
when to consider automating library operations. 
However, all three books should be available 
to the librarian beginning an automation pro- 
gram. 
Guidelines for Library Automation is divided 
twenty pages are devoted to Basic Reference 
Publications. These Appendices are of value 
to the very beginner. I find myself somewhat 
perturbed that so much space in the book is 
devoted to citations which can be found else- 
where. 
One feature is the inclusion of vendors and 
their addresses. I was also surprised to find a 
vendor who had been out of business since 
1969. This particular vendor appears in four 
places in the book. Often a problem with new 
editions is that some material from the earlier 
edition is retained in the new edition without 
a careful screening. 
This second edition is an improvement over 
the 1964 edition in appearance. The 1964 edi- 
tion seems to have used a typewritten master 
for the copy even though the margins were 
justified. The latest edition has the look of a 
professionally printed book. 
I can recommend this book as a reference 
work for all special librarians. The authors 
have worked hard to produce a good, general 
book on how to run a technical library. It  is a 
must for the librarian who is faced with the 
task of setting up a technical library with little 
prior experience. 
Masse Bloomfield 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
Culver City, Calif. 90280 
rather uniquely. The first section is devoted to 
general feasibility guidelines, then system de- 
velopment guidelines and finally guidelines for 
automating specific library functions such as 
circulation. The second section is devoted to a 
description of the automation programs in ac- 
tion at various eovernmental libraries. These 
descriptions, inclGding the machines involved 
in the operation, provide a source of experience 
for the librarian who is planning a similar func- 
tion with similar machines. The liberal use of 
examples throughout the book increases its use- 
fulness. 
In physical format the book is 8?4" x 11". 
The copy has been typewritten and has unjusti- 
fied right hand margins; a hard binding is 
provided. 
I do not hesitate recommending this SDC 
book since it will serve librarians involved in 
automation projects. It  is the kind of book de- 
signed to give factual information and simple 
direction to those who will have problems in 
operating computerized library systems. 
Masse Bloomfield 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 
Coming from 
Nov 15 
Planning the Special Library 
Ellis Mount, editor 
Update of Special Libraries: How to 
Plan and Equip Them 
Topics covered are all aspects of the 
planning process, from the initial 
concepts through layout, decoration 
and selection of basic and special 
equipment. Bibliography; checklist, 
selective directory of library equip- 
ment manufacturers and suppliers. 
soft cover / 128 pages / 8% x 11 / illus.. j $7.50 / 
LC 72-85958 1 SEN 87111-2051 
Oct 30 
Environmental 
Information Sources 
Carole Schildhauer, compiler 
Lists and describes nearly 150 
sources on the topic of the environ- 
ment. Divided by format of item. 
Appendix lists about 50 information 
services. 
paper / 50 pages / 8% x 11 / $3.80 / LC 724381 / 
ISBN 0-87111-218-7 
Dec 15 (=IE 
Guide to Scientific and Technical 
Journals in Translation, 2d ed. 
Carl J. Himmelsbach and Grace 
E. Brociner, compilers 
Identification of scientific and tech- 
nical journals appearing in  translated 
form is simplified with this second 
edition. Nearly 35% changes from 1st 
edition. 
P aper / 49 pages / 8Y2 x 11 / LC 72-8595s / SEN 0-87111-21S2 
Jan 31 
Dictionary of Report 
Series Codes, 2d ed. 
Lois E. Godfrey and Helen F. 
Redman, editors 
Bibliographic identification of the 
hundreds of thousands of technical 
reports issued since World War II. 
The Report Series Codes are identi- 
fied with the agencies originating the 
reports or assigning the numbers. 
The 2d edition lncludes twice the 
number of entries as the 1st edition. 
cloth / 832 pages / 8% x 11 / $18.00 / LC 72-87401 / 
ISBN 0-87111-209-4 
544 
Bricker's 
Directory 
O F  UNIVERSITY-SPONSORED 
EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
1973 EDITION 
A newly revised and completely up- 
to-date edition of the first and only 
objective guide to 75 in-residence man- 
agement development programs spon- 
sored by leading centers of learning in 
the U. S., Canada, and England, as 
well as English-speaking programs in 
Europe. 
"Useful information for those at- 
tempting to gain details about a 
quite frequent bridge between ac- 
ademia and corporate manage- 
ment.-Of widest interest to spe- 
cial business collections." 
-Library Journal 
LC73-110249 300 pp $47.50 
GEORGE W. BRICKER 
P. 0. Box 265 
South Chatham, Mass. 02659 
MICROFILM BOXES 
+ for returning customer's processed film * 
AVAILABLE NOW AS A STOCK ITEM ! 
Made of pure, snow-white virgin Kraft board 
Printed for customer indexing convenience 
= Orders shipped within 24 hrs. of receipt 
TERMS: Net 10 days to firms with first or second D&B Rating, 
all others please send check with order. ORDERS UNDER 
$100.00 MUST INCLUDE CHECK WITH ORDER. 
Medical Coverage 
from the British 
Medical Journal 
Achieved through the 17 world-famous 
specialist journals published by the B.M.J., 
each focusing on a maior field of medicine. 
Presenting material of lasting value to specialists in fields ranging from cardiology 
t o  psychiatry, the B.M.J. publications include: 
BRITISH HEART JOURNAL. The Official Journal of the British Cardiac Society. 
Publishes original work on the heart and circulation-anatomical, physiological and 
pathological. Monthly. Annual Subscription $3 1.25. 
CARDIOVASCULAR RESEARCH-published in association with the British Car- 
diac Society. A journal mainly for the publication of basic research. The subjects cov- 
ered include physiological, pathological, pharmacological, biochemical, biophysical, 
haemodynamic, surgical and similar advances in the study of the heart and circulation. 
Annual Subscription (six issues a year), $21.00. (Combined subscription to Brit. Heart J. 
and Cardiovasc. Res. $47.50.) 
PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE. A journal mainly for the publication of original re- 
search in clinical psychiatry and the basic sciences related to it. Quarterly. Annual Sub- 
scription $16.00. 
The B.M.J. publishes also the following journals: 
Gut Archives of Disease in Childhood British Journal of Ophthalmology Ophthalmic 
Literature Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases British Journal of Industrial Medicine 
Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery & Psychiatry Thorax British Journal of Medical 
Education Journal of Clinical Pathology British Journal of Venereal Diseases Journal 
of Medical Genetics British Journal of Preventive & Social Medicine Medical & Bio- 
logical Illustration. 
All subscriptions to the United States can be ordered from the BRITISH MEDICAL 
JOURNAL, 1172 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass. 02134. Subscriptions for all 
other countries should be ordered from the Subscription Manager, BRITISH MEDICAL 
JOURNAL, B.M.A. House, Tavistock Square, London, WCIH 9JR, England, or through 
any leading subscription agent or bookseller. 
MICROFILM EQUIPMENT 
Headquarters 
dew & Reconditioned Equipment 
Bell & Howell 
Mascot Portable 
Microfiche Reader 
List, $190 
AGE Price . . $ 99 
. . .  Recordak PFCD Microfiche Reader. $149 
. . . . . . .  Compact II Microfiche Reader. $ 87 
Recordak PFC 58. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$I50 
Griscombe KL 46. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$ 99 
Recordak MPE Roll Film Reader 
16135mm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $600 
AGE carries a full line of microfiche and 
rollfilm readers, cameras, reproducers, etc. 
We buy, sell, lease and rent and represent 
most major microfilm equipment manufac- 
turers. You save money by consulting the 
leading microfilm equipment supplier - 
Alan Gordon Enterprises Inc. Send for free 
catalog. 
Alan Gordon Enterprises Inc. 
5362 Cahuenga Blvd., N. Hollywood, Ca. 91601 
Telephone: (213) 985-5500 
T Complete composition, pras 
and pamphlet binding facilities, cou- 
pled with the knowledge and skill 
gained through fifty years of experi- 
ence, can be put to your use-profitably 
THE VERMONT 
PRINTING COMPANY 
Brattleboro, Vermont 
PRINTERS OF THE OFFICIAL JOURNAL 
OF SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCZATlON 
In this past year we've in- 
stalled a $100,000 com- 
puter system that offers 
you a totally new program 
to simplify your bindery 
preparation. We call it 
H.E.L.P.-Heckman's Elec- 
tronic Library Program. 
This program will simplify 
your work and actually cut 
your bindery preparation 
time by 113 to 112. New 
simplified forms give you 
a total and continuous 
recycling record of each 
publication at your finger- 
tips. It's really revolution- 
. .  ary. and it's from the 
originators of 28 day ser- 
vice. Ask your Heckman 
representative for H.E.L.P. 
Write or phone. Better 
yet, come and visit us. 
THE HECKMAN 
BINDERY, INCORPORATED 
NORTH MANCHESTER, IND. 46962 
TELEPHONE (na) 982-zlar 
and still gmng! 
F.W. Faxon Company, the only 
fully automated library subscrip- 
tion agency in the world, has an 
IBM 3701145 computer currently 
listing 48.222 periodicals for your 
library. 
Our 'ti1 forbidden service - 
the automatic annual renewal of 
your subscriptions - provides fast, 
accurate, and efficient processing 
of your orders and invoices. 
Send for free dercrlptlve bro- 
chure and annual librarians' guide. 
Library business is our only 
business - since 1886. - -  ~ - ~ - 
F. w. mxon co.,Inc. 
15 Southwert Park 
Westwood, M a r s a c h u ~ t t r  OZOSO 
1.1: (800) 225-7894 (Toll Free) 
COMPLETE ONE-STOP-BY-MAIL 
SUPPLIER FOR ALL BOOKS & 
PERIODICALS . . . . . . . . . 
Let us prove to you how we can SAVE you 
hundreds, even THOUSANDS of dollars a 
year on your book and/or periodical needs. 
Personal orders . . . welcome. 
ON BOOKS . . . ANY TITLE . . . ANY 
PUBLISHER 
Highest discounts. Specialists in Corporate- 
Wide accounts. Blanket orders. Fastest de- 
livery. Immediate reports. All major reference 
works. Specialists in scientific & medical 
titles. Handles GPO & non-profit associ- 
ations. FREE order forms & mailing enve- 
lopes. 
ON PERIODICALS . . . ANY TITLE . . . 
ANY PUBLISHER 
NO FEES or COMMISSIONS! Itemized in- 
voices alphabetical. Professional staff. Ex- 
perts in scientific, medical, legal, technical 
fields. 
Write us today for literature. No obligation. 
RESEARCH SERVICES CORPORATION 
P.O. Drawer 16549, Fort Worth, Texas 76133 
8 17/292-4270 
GUIDELINES 
FOR 
PROJECT '"- 
EVALUATION 
In almost all developing countries 
the national Government plays an 
important role in formulating and 
evaluating investment projects while 
pursuing policies that are in the na- 
tional interest. Therefore guidelines 
are needed. This publication repre- 
sents the cumulative experience of 
UNlDO in the methodology and prac- 
tice of national benefit-cost analysis 
for industrial project preparation and 
evaluation. Clothbound $8.50 
Paperbound $2.95 
UNITED NATIONS PUBLICATIONS 
Room LX-2300, New York, N.Y. 10017 
or Palais des Nations 
1211 Geneva 10 Switzerland 
Now, store AV and other media in check-out con- 
tainers on shelves with books on the same subject. 
Avoid confusion and wasted time that result f rom 
scattered storage about the library. Highsmith's new 
AV files are low cost. colorful, durable. In 18 dif- 
ferent styles, they store filmstrips, filmstrips-with- 
records, filmstrips-with-cassettes. transparencies, fi lm 
loops, slides, microfilms, cassettes, etc. See them 
in our catalog. 
FREE! Most Complete Library Catalo 
Offers over 5000 interesting, unusual, 
difficult-to-find items for libraries and 
AV centers. In one colorful catalog. 
everything you need . . . from book 
cards to shelving, repair tapes to 
book returns, book trucks to tape 
players. Lowest prices. I f  your 
school or library does not have a 
copy, write- WRITE: THE HIGHSMITH COMPANY, 
Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 53 
INTERNATIONAL SERIES OF MONOGRAPHS IN 
LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCl ENCE 
Volume 15 
THE ADMINISTRATION OF ARCHIVES 
By J.H. Hodson, Department of Palaeography, University of Manchester 
This monograph surveys the theory and practice of the administration of archives. Based 
on a course of lectures given in the Department of Librarianship, Manchester College of 
Commerce, it sums up the author's fifteen years' experience of archive administration in 
three types of record repository: county, public library and university. Students of 
librarianship and library science, librarians, records officers, intending and practising 
archivists will find ttie book of great interest. 
ISBN 0-08-016676-8 $16.50 
Volume 14 
A MANUAL OF CATALOGUING PRACTICE 
By K.G.B. Bakewell, F.L.A., A.M.B.I.M., Senior Lecturer, Department of Library 
and Information Studies, Liverpool Polytechnic 
ISBN 0-08-016697-0 $24.00 
--  
PERGAMON PRESS ANNOUNCES A NEW 
INTERNATIONAL SERIES 
O F  JOURNALS IN COMPUTER SCIENCES 
Computers and Electrical Engineering - Editor: Dr. John B. Slaughter 
Computers and Graphics - Editor: Professor Robert L. Schiffman 
Computers and Operations Research - Editor: Dr. Samuel J. Raff 
Computers and Structures - Editor-in-Chief: Harold Liebowitz 
Computers and Fluids - Editor: Martin Bloom 
JOURNALS TO COME IN  THE COMPUTER SERIES. .  . 
Computers and Algorithms Computers and Law 
Computers and Chemical Engineering Computers and Management 
Computers and Chemistry Computers and Mathematics 
Computers and Education Computers and Physics 
Computers and Environmental Science Computers and Seismology 
Computers and Human Factors Computers and Systems 
Computers and Information Systems Computers and Urban Societies 
Please write for Editorial Information, Subscription Prices, Sample 
Copies c/o Journals Department. 
PERGAMON PRESS, INC. 
MAXWELL HOUSE, FAIRVIEW PARK, 
ELMSFORD, NEW YORK 10523 
PLACEMENT POSITIONS OPEN 
"Positions Open" and "Positions Wanted" ads are 
$1.50 per line; $4.50 minimum. Current members of 
SLA may place a "Positions Wanted" ad at  a special 
rate of $1 .OO per line; $3.00 minimum. 
In each membership year, each unemployed member 
will be allowed a maximum of two free "Positions 
Wanted" ads, each ad to be limited to 5 lines in- 
cluding mailing address (no blind box addresses), on 
a space available basis. 
There is a minimum charge of $10.00 for a "Market 
Place" ad of three liner or less; each additional line 
is $3.00. There are approximately 45 characters and 
spaces to a line. 
Copy for display ads must be received by the first 
of the month preceding the month of publication; copy 
for line ads must be received by the tenth. 
Classified ads wil l  not be accepted on a "run until 
cancelled" basis; twelve months is the maximum, un- 
less renewed. 
Special Libraries Association reserves the right to re- 
ject any advertisements which in  any way refer to 
race, creed, color, age, or sex as conditions for em. 
ployment. 
POSITIONS WANTED 
Experienced Government Documents Librarian 
-Seeks position with advancement potential. 
Wide background in all phases of public and 
university library work. Administrative experi- 
ence plus accredited MLS and MA (in progress). 
Box D-191. 
Company Museum/Library Coordinator-De- 
sires position in NYC. 10 yrs. exp. in develop- 
ment, administration; upgraded, selected, re- 
searched, classified materials; prepared and 
mounted interntl. exhibits. Box C-173. 
MLS-due U. of Md. Dec 72. MS (economics). 
6% yrs. govt. economist. Law degree 213 com- 
pleted. Seeks soc. sci./law libr. job. Will relocate 
if law study can be continued. Wm. Gigax, 5201 
Cathedral Ave., N.W., Wash., DC 20016. 
Librarian-Recent MLS, seeks position in any 
type library, commutable from NYC. Some edi- 
torial, proofreading and library exp. Fluent 
French and Hebrew. Write: Tina Derhy, 17 
Fort George Hill, New York, NY 10040. 
Young Librarian-MLS, AB in Computer Sci- 
ence, and 3 yrs. of library experience. Seeks 
either conventional library position or work in 
library automation. Donald Egan, 6442 Regent 
St., Oakland, Calif. 94618. 
NOVEMBER 1972 
Experienced Librarians-Needed now1 Library 
Career Consultants need experienced librarians 
in all categories, to fill existing job vacancies, 
nationally. Send your rCsumC immediately; it 
will be treated in utmost confidence. Send to: 
John J. Donahoe, Managing Director, Library 
Career Consultants, 915 Saxonburg Blvd., Suite 
212, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15223. 
Librarian 11-Technological Institute. Library 
of over 200,000 items with staff of three profes- 
sionals serving engineering, physics, and chem- 
istry faculty and students. T o  be involved in 
reference, special projects, and the provision of 
SDI services. MLS, with subject training in the 
physical sciences or one year's experience in a 
science-oriented academic, governmental, or 
special library. Open now. Salary: $9,350 or 
higher, depending on qualifications. Send resume 
to Larry Yarbrough, Administrative Assistant, 
Northwestern University Library, Evanston, IL 
60201. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 
Head, Mathematical Sciences/Computer Sci- 
ences Libraries-Administers two research 
branch libraries: staffing; acquisitions; public 
service; liaison with faculty, other Science Dept. 
Librarians, and Library technical services. Re- 
quires graduate of library school having ALA- 
accredited program, 3-5 years professional ex- 
perience in science library assignments or equiv- 
alent, and management-supervisory ability. An 
Equal Opportunity Employer. Contact: Peter A. 
Johnson, Chairman Search Committee, Stanford 
University Libraries, Stanford, Calif. 94305. 
SUNY-Binghamton Librarian Openings-Art 
Librarian: Management of a separate collection 
of Fine Arts materials including reference 
works, monographs, and periodicals. Provide 
service to researchers and general students and 
faculty using collection. Collection development 
a prime responsibility. MLS degree and subject 
masters requisite, plus several years experience 
in an  Art Library. 
Afro-American Reference LibrarianlBibliog- 
rapher: Collection development and specialized 
reference service in support of Afro-American 
studies program. Liaison between faculty and 
library. MLS degree plus several years reference 
experience in an academic library, plus knowl- 
edge of bibliographic resources in special area 
requisite. 
Please send r6sum6, the names of three pro- 
fessional references, and salary expectation to: 
Gregory N. Bullard, Acting Director of Li- 
braries, SUNY-Binghamton, Vestal Parkway 
East, Binghamton, NY 13901. 
THE MARKET PLACE 
National Geographic Magazine-The rarest is- 
s u e n o t  the First-sells for up to $1,000. For 
our Retail Price list of all issues 1888-1971 send 
$2.00. 
Playboy Magazine-Some worth $100-$300. 
For our Retail Price list 1953-1971 send $1.00. 
All magazines are available. Ostfeld Publica- 
tion Research Institute, 640 N. Wabash Ave., 
Suite 1407, Chicago, Ill. 6061 1. 
Back Issue PeriodicalsScientific, Technical, 
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit want 
lists and lists of materials for sale or exchange. 
Prompt replies assured. G. H. Arrow Co., 4th 
& Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123. 
Foreign Books and Periodicals-Specialty: Search 
Service. Albert J. Phiebig Inc., Box 352, White 
Plains, N.Y. 10602. 
T H E  U*N*A*B*A*S*H*E*D LIBRARIAN- 
The "How I Run My Library Good" Letter. 
Contribute-Subscribe. 4 issues $10.00. G.P.O. 
Box 2631, New York, NY 10001. 
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
Ann Arbor Science Publishers, Inc. 2A 
BioSciences Information Services . . 5A 
Bricker's Directory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  544 
. . . . . . . . . .  British Medical Journal 9A 
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. . . . .  United Nations Publications llA 
University of California, 
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The Vermont Printing Company . . 1 0 ~  
STATEMENT of ownership, management and 
circulation (Act of August 12, 1970: Section 3685. 
Title 39. United States Code). 
1. Title of publication: Special Libraries. 
2. Date of filing: September 25, 1972. 
3. Frequency of issue: Monthly except double is- 
sue for May/June. 
4. Location of known office of publication: 235 
Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10003. 
5. Location of the headquarters or general busi- 
ness offices of the publishers: 235 Park Avenue South, 
New York, New York 10003. 
6. Names and addresses of publisher, editor, and 
managing editor: Publisher, Special Libraries Asso- 
ciation, 235 Park Ave. South, New York, N. Y. 
10003; Editor, Janet D. Bailey, Special Libraries 
Association, 235 Park Ave. South, New York, N. Y. 
10003; Managing Editor, Janet D. Bailey, Special 
Libraries Association. 235 Park Ave. South. New 
York. N. Y. 10003. 
7. Owner (If owned by a corporation, its name 
and address must be stated and also immediately 
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I certify that the statements made by me above 
are correct and complete. 
JANET D. BAILEY, Editor 
Special Libraries 
SESSION LAWS OF 
AMERICAN STATES A N D  
TERRITORIES, PRIOR T O  1900 
complete, as officially published, including all tables and indexes, on microfiche 
Alabama 
Arizona Territory 
Arkansas 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Dakota Territory 
Delaware 
Florida 
Georgia 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico Territory 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Northwest Territory 
Ohio 
Oklahoma Territory 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 
$12,000.00 total price if all 50 states and territories purchased at one time 
(a saving of $1,195.00 over item-by-item purchase of the collection). 
A complete set of printed main-entry catalog cards 
(Library of Congress format, 5 for each title) 
is supplied with orders of the complete collection at no additional charge. 
AVAILABLE STATE-BY-STATE BEGINNING 
NOVEMBER 1972 
(to be publ~shed in alphabetical sequence and completed by March 1973). 
Prices and availability of twent~eth-century session laws to be announced. 
Please write or telephone for additional information. Full descriptive brochures 
are available on request. 
Redgrave Information Resources Corporation 14 1. 67 W ~ l t o n  Road, Westport, Connect~cvt 06880 
Special Libraries Association 
235 Park Avenue South 
New York, N.Y. 10003 
RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED 
November 1972 
Second class postage 
paid at New York, N.Y 
and at additional 
mailing ofices 
belongs in every scientific library 
Science Citation Index- the uniquely 
effective search tool that organizes 
the world's current scientific journal 
literature by the authors' own 
reference citations - retrieves more 
pertinent articles on almost any given 
subject, faster, than any other 
reference of any kind. 
It's the one multi-disciplinary 
retrospective search tool that serves 
all departments because it covers all 
scientific subjects with unmatched 
authority. It's the one reference that 
finds material that gets lost in the 
limitations of conventional, subject- 
oriented literature indexing systems. 
SCI@ makes use of an indexing 
system that follows scientists' own 
traditional method of literature 
searching - that of locating articles 
related to their subject interests by 
examining reference citations of 
articles known to be relevant. 
The technique is called "citation 
indexing". And the SCI is the only 
comprehensive index to the journal 
literature that offers it. 
The Science Citation Index is the 
one standard literature-search 
reference that no library serving the 
scientific community can afford to 
be without. If your library doesn't yet 
have this most useful of all literature 
retrieval tools.  . . used by libraries 
large and smal l . .  . bring your search 
capabilities up to date now. And plan 
extra sets for branch and departmental 
libraries where they can do the most 
good for your entire organization. 
(Special matching grants are available 
to smaller departmental and branch 
libraries to make it economical to 
obtain multiple sets of SCI.) 
For more on what the Science Citation Index can do 
for your library, send for our new brochure. 
Oqp Institute for Scientific Information 
Dept. 26-300, 325 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 19106, (215) 923-3300 
01971  151 
